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Building In Protection
Superior Stone rip-rap is available
for harbor and shoreline
protection, spillways, drainage
areas and roadway construction.
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MARTIN MARIETTA

P. O. Box 2568, Raleigh, N.

C.

27602

RElI FR(IW IIISTRI BUTORS
Ceramic Tile Specialists

lllcDevitt & Street
Company
GENERAL CONTRACTORS

f45 Remount

Road

Charlotte, North Carolina

Over 50 Years Continuous Experience in
General Construction in the Southeast.
Conrplctc

Suntile

linc of SUNTTLE productr

. Ceratile Marble .

Horizon Tile Colors
Oesign

.

Spivak Ceratile Oesigns

Etruscan

Tile . Sun Spray

Service . Adhesives & Grouting Compounds

Ezra

Meir & Associates

709 W. Johnson St.

Raleigh, N. C.
Phone TE 4-8441

REI{FROTV DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
llll

Sunnyrldr Avc., Cherlottc, N.

C.

Phonc ED l-6811

o Soil Testing
o Rock Coring
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Loborotory
Anolysis

o

Undirturbed
Somples with

TREADS

Hollow Stem
Auger

ANOCO BUILDING SPECIALTY, INC.
PHONE 299-4511 r 8OX 787
GREENSBORO, N. C.27402
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The Angus Barn, Raleigh, N.

C.

Architect: McKimmon and Rogers, Raleigh, N. C.
Structural Engineers: Kahn and Furbush, Raleigh, N.

C.

Builders: The Angus Limited, Raleigh, N. C.
Block Producersa North Carolina Products Corp., Raleigh, N.
Dixie Block Go., Four Oaks, N. C.

C.

TIIE ANGUS BARN.. . Built For Contented People
(That Charming "Old Siding" is Solite Masonry)
Country as a hayloft, The Angus Barn holds comfortable
feeding stalls for discriminating diners.
Like the London restaurant man who flew into nearby
Raleigh-Durham airport on a special trip. Or the 550 folks
who can be served at one time by waitresses in red checked
gingham dresses.
There's always something good cooking on the open
hearth, and the Barn is decked with rustic reminderschurns, plows, horse collars, and feed troughs.

The owners chose lightweight masonry units by Solite for

that eye-catching "old red siding"-deftly handled to'look
like country clapboard. Their major reason: its fire-stopping
qualities, so impoftant to restaurants. Another big reasonit insulates against noise and weather.
When your appetite calls for meals that become pleasant
memories . . . try The Angus Barn.
When your design calls for versatile, fire'resistant ma-

terials...trySolite.

Lightweight Masonry Units and Structural Concrete
4425 Randolph Road, Charlotte, North'Carolina 282II
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GOLONIAL.STYLE
IIANI}MAIIE BRIGK
SUBSCRIBER RESPECTFULLY INFORMS ALL ARCHI.
TECTS, BUILDERS AND THE PUBLIC AT LARGB THAT THIS
FIRM HAS COMMENCED PRODUCTION OF HANDMADE BRICK
USING MATERIAL OF THE VERY BEST KIND AND QUALITY.

THE

is worthy ol your attention that said brick are hand'
crafted according to the finest monner and tradition ot
the trade. They are fully pledged to display the same
natural irregularities and authentic appearance of those
once turned out by early Colonial plantation artisans'

It

BRICK WILL BE FURNISHED IN ANY NUMBER DESIRED WHEN FIRST DETER.
MINED BY PREVIOUS ORDER TO ALLOW FOR THE PASSAGE OF SIX WEEKS
BEFORE DELIVERY TO THE STATED PREMISES.
By constant attention to our labors, and a desire to please, these brick are
warranted to stand and to be as serviceable and enduring as expected.
(Dimensions: 23/c" x 41A" xgil
Will meet or surpass ASTM and/or
Federal -specifications.)

Sold on the most reasonable terms. Prices will be made
known, and samples provided to those requesting the ac'
commodation. All orders thankfully received and sent to
any Part of the United States.

(o
GOLDSBORO DURHAM SANFORD
by request to: Borden Brick & Tite Co. P.o. Box 886 Goldsboro, N'
available
reproductions
Full details and color

C'

27530
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Ageless Architecture through Brick Beauty
\,$i';;$

Holy Trinity Lutheran Church
Raleigh, N. C.
Architect:
Fishel & Taylor
Structural Engineer:
Robert E. Lasater
Ceneral Contractor:

William C. Vick
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Another example of the versatility and economy
of prestressed-precast concrete construction:
Six Forks Office Building in Raleigh

ARNOI-

STONECOMPANY V
Box

3346

Architect: McKimmon & Rogers, AIA
Engineer: Charles H. Kahn and Associates, Structural Engineering
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QUALITY M ETALWORK
The 7000 ft. of Aluminum Pipe Raiiing used on this job will never
have to be painted or replaced due to rust, thus eliminating
maintenance cost.
North Buffalo Creek Sewage Treatment Plant
Greensboro,
Engineers z Hazen
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C.

Sawyer, New York, N. Y.
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LETTERS

PEDEN

TO THE EDITOR:

Editor:
Our mission as architects is. or should
be, to create, preserve, conserve and administer through the application of theory,
imagination, technology and professional
experience.
As we create, we must answer the

Editor:

Natural resources are integrants of
composition as certainly as are specifically
fabricated materials of construction.
Their individual unity is insipid

rea-

soning for backing away from any altera-

rigid

tion. Talent in

-leveloping a
successful

environment lies in their assessment, ma-

requirements of self-discipline. We must
be sure that what we create is better than
rvhat we destroy-whether this be natural
environment or an older building.
To preserve and conserve, however,
we must not discourage progress through
an exercise in nostalgia and emotion for

Editor:

an old building unless:
l. It has historical significance,
2, It has architectural significance,
3. Its preservation is economically practi-

clear and enough leaves remain to shadow
a living land.
"Only that in each rise of land, each

cal, or

4. It is a vital part of a group of buildings
worthy of preservation-for one or more
of these reasons.
Time has long since passed when architects can concern themselves solely with
the construction of buildings. The struc-

ture of our civilization is more important
to our survival than the buildines we create.

John Erwin Ramsay, FAIA

Editor:
The Architect should and must be actively involved with conservation of our

natural resources. His primary contribu-

tion, in my oninion, is conservation
through proper planning and design.
Design that is complimentary to the nat-

ural resouroes can and should conserve
and, by example, encourage and educate.
We have succumbed to the dozer and

blade for many years. "Cut and fill" is
not the only solulion to planning. Architects must lead the way in showing how
proper conservation of our natural beauty can be an ally and true supporter of

nipulation, and incorporation into the
composite whole.
Ralph Reeves, AIA

"Only that in cities air and light

fall of water, each form of life, Man

be

sense

its character, its function in the whole,
love it, and learn its ways, and when we
turn it to our use, plan with inspired skills
to fit to it our habitations and our needs
to enhance-not to obliterate-its beauty."
These inspiring words were composed

by Nancy Newhall, writing in "This is the
American Earth." For me, they express
our prime obligation as Architects; to plan
for order, to create beauty in partnership
with Nature, and with a sense of humility
before our obligations to humanity and to
the future.
Edgar H. Hunter, AIA
Editor:
Conservation and development of the
resources of North Carolina eo hand in
hand. It is only through conirvation of
our physical assets that we can efiectively
develop them toward the end that North
Carolina's growth will be directed toward
the greatest good for the greatest number,
and avoid the destructive elements of
waste and blight.

A. G. Odell, Jr., FAIA

development.
J. Norman Pease, Jr.,

AIA

Editor:

The American architect cannot turn
his back on the wanton destruction of our
nation's natural resources, the fouling of
the air, the contamination of our streams,
and the thoughtless and deliberate bulldozing of the land. If our architecture is
to serve all of mankind, the comprehensive

designer must protect the natural resources in his planning for man's physical
environment. Modern technology as manipulated by the contemporary designer
will also need all of nature's accommodations to satisfy the total human spirit.
Henry L. Kamphoefner, FAIA

Editor:
Every Architect should take an oath to
preserve the natural attributes of a building site.
Everywhere in America we see vast developments denuded of trees and fattened

by the bulldozer. This is

commercial

expediency.

A notable exception is Sea Pines Plantation on Hilton Head Island in South

veny big in
MERCHANDISING

...fon instance
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Nor-Dan Shopping Center, Danville, Va.
Cameron Village Shopping Center and Parking Deck,
Raleigh, N. C.
North Hills Shopping Center,
Raleigh, N. C.
Northgate Shopping Center,
Durham, N. C.
Lakewood Shopping Center,
Durham, N. C. n Hudson-Belk Department Store,
Raleigh, N. C.
Velvet Cloak Motor lnn, Raleigh,

fl
tr
n

N. C.

tr

!

Holiday Inns, Raleigh, Durham and

Richmond No. 2.

Enlist the services of a company ready and
willing to take on big structural steel problems.
Peden has full facilities and abilities to handle

themall...

INDUSTRIAL

MUNICIPAL

INSTITUTIONAL

HIGHWAY
APARTMENTS

COMMERCIAL

Carolina. This development, recently
given a special award by the American

ffi@

Institute of Architects, uses the natural reof this beautiful island to a maxi-

sources
mum.

How beautiful America would be if

a

concerted effort were made for conservation.
Richard, L. Rice, AIA
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H. Stewu't: a proper fusion of city and
country in north carolina and selected policies to
Pearson

50 Austin-Faulk, Architects: stable for mr. joseph

h.

bryan, jr.

52 Austin-Faulk, Architecfs; country club of north

caro-

lina

56 Six

Associates, Architects: grogan-reynolds dormi-

tories.

58
60
61

Six Associates, Architects.' commercial and social cen-

ter for mountain retreat association.
Six Associates, Architects; american enka building.

Six Associates, Architects: east asheville community
center.
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WHY NATURE?
BY HARWELL HAMILTON HARRIS
Two concerns are evident in this special

number of the NORTH CAROLINA

ARCHITECT.
Our first concern is to save something
of the natural world in which we evolved.
This concern each North Carolina archi-

tect shares with all other North

Caro-

linians.

Our second concern is to learn from
nafure the secret of creation; where possible, to design within the context of nature; where not possible, to discover in
the context of the man-made community
the workings of natural principle so that

in what we do we add principle to principle.

Nature is the context for much of the
North Carolina architect's work. Nature
may also be the example the North Carolina architect needs most,-needs even
more than he needs the examples of his

contemporaries' work. Context and example: these are the two aspects of nature
we shall discuss here.

Nature-as-context can

be the

great

liberator. Because the natural place is the
unique place, it invites the unique solu-

tion. It helps the architect clear his mind
of past performances, free himself from
many architectural conventions, begin at
the beginning. It becomes a point of departure, the basis for differentiation, a
guide to independent design. It is a
promise of fresh influences, new encounters, surprises.
Nature-as-axample can be a powerful

stimulus to the architect's imagination,and a guide to whatever originality there
is in him. It is to be found in the single
wildflower and also in the community life
of a pond or valley.

The infuence of nature-as-context

is

illustrated by some of the buildings shown

in this number. It is the interweaving of
architecture and landscape, the reciprocity
between buildings and site.
The influence of nature-as-example is
less obvious. It is the influence of the
plant organism, latent with promise and
power, needing only space, soil, light and
and air to develop according to its own
nature. Its relevance for the architect is
expressed by Sullivan in his remark:
"All life is organic. It manifests itself

through organs, through

structures,

through functions. That which is alive
acts, unfolds, expands, difierentiates,
-organ after organ, structure after

structure, form after form, function
after function."
Is function, then, the message? Greenough
explained:

"By beauty I mean the promise

of

function. By action I mean the presence of function. By character

I

change

with each change of circumstance.

It is still the same tree. By its continued
response to changing conditions it demonstrates its versatility and its constancy.
And if the organism is a building, we note
how it grows out of the wooded slope or
the city grid,-what its living purpose is,what it tells of the person or institution
that is its reason for being,-how it interacts with sky and view, or with its manmade neighbors and the fow of cars and
people. We need not decide whether form
follows function or funciion follows form,
-or whether either follows the other. It
is enough to see them together, complete
and in perfect correspondence.

The analogy of the building to the
plant-and of the manmade environment
to the natural setting-can be carried far.
But it is a mistake to press it. Its greatest

mean

the record of function."

importance to the architect is as a stimulus

If function is the message, how

much
more complex is function, as understood
by Sullivan and Greenough, than function
as understood by the architects of The

Functional Style! To the latter, function
may be only another word for utility,often, mere expediency. Theirs is funciion

without an organism. Its forms are

it responds to sun, rain, wind, lightning.
We note, too, that its nature does not

a

product of mechanical method rather than

insight. Functionalism has become a matter of mere problem solving. It is the false
simplicity of the unimaginative, a short
cut to design, the justiffcation for whatever

to his imagination, helping him to grasp
intuitively what he cannot comprehend
rationally. Excited by the variety and
richness of nature's expressions, he sees in

his imagination the idea from which will
evolve the unique form. Where reason
may have been restrictive, nature may be
liberating.

"Natural" can mean many things to the
architect. It can mean design in harmony
with the innate qualities of the materials,
or the relation of building to site, or the
simplicity of the uncultivated, or the fit-

is done or left undone.
It is the organism that gives meaning

ness of means to purpose, or the m'anner of

the function-whose beauty, whose action
and whose character we see. If the organism is a tree, we note how it grows from
the soil or rock.-what its nature is.-how

tion with which we are concerned, it
fortunate that nature's meanings are

to function. And it is the organism-not

growth. "Natural" can also mean a way

of thinking. Since it is the nature of creais
so

various and that they are suggestions and
not blueprints.

JLrNE-rrlJLY 1gEiel
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WHY SEPARATE CONSERVAIION Al{D

DEVETOPTIIEI{I?

In view of the fact lhat lhe 1967 General Assembly eslablished a sludy commission to Iook into the feasibilily of separaling the Department of Conservation and Development inlo two separate agencies
one
- Carthe North
dealing solely with problems of conservation and lhe other with matters of developmenl
olina Architect asked the Governor and the Lieutenanl Governor of the State of No h -Carolini-T67 tlEii

vi.-ws-i'i6EEillect.
To North Carolina Architect:

At the outset, let me emphasize that I am not proposing anything in regard to reorganization of the De-

partment of Conservation and Development. I say
this simply because there is at present a special study
commission working on the matter. I have suggested,
however, that consideration be given to the feasibility
and desirability of dlviding the functions of the Department among three departments. I have said that
our present system is working well, but that this study
gives us an opportunity to consider ways of improving
it. I simply offer for consideration the division of
present functions into separate departments of development, conservation and tourism. I emphasize again
that I am not proposing solutions, but am merely offering suggestions for consideration and study.
Dan K. Moore
Governor
State of North Carolina

To North Carolina Architect:

There is in North Carolina today a healthy emphasis on industrial growth. Indeed, industry is vital
because it m'eans jobs and opportunities for thousands

of our citizens.
New industries, along with the continued expansion of those already established here, are essential
to the future of our state.
With this in mind, I have suggested that we must
strengthen our search for industry by separating the
functions of the Department of Conservation and Development into two distinct organizations.
The 1967 General Assembly set up a commission
to study the proposal and to report its feasibility.
I think separation of C and D would be a timely
step-one that would allow more specialization of
activities in a "Department of Commerce" and a "Department of Natural Resources".
The commerce department could include agencies
that deal with industrial development, community
planning, state ports and travel and promotion. The
natural resources department could include water resources, state parks, forests and mineral resources.
At this time, it's good business to examine the
agencies responsible for making the best use of natural resources. We must protect our resouroes, while
allowing them to be carefully developed for use by
industry.
Robert W. Scott

Lieutenant Governor
State of North Carolina
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We live in a world of quantity. Our
vast technology, with its unprecedented
power, serves as the background against
which the daily affairs of our society are
carried on; and the habit of quantitative
thinking, so difficult for former ages, has
become a commonplace. Miles and hours,
ergs and pounds, watts and Angstroms,
dollars and drachmas. These words. and

thousands like them, are the coinage of
our time.

In the marketplace, where measure
was born, every good and every service
has its price, and when all of these are
added together, we are pleased to refer
to their sum as the Gross National Product.
This concept, named with such exquisite
kind of national pricetag, an annual summation of our "produc-

aptness, represents a

tion."

But there are many unpriced com-

modities - strangely enough rve call them
"priceless"
- whose value is not reckoned

on our national calculating m,achine.

These are the basic resout""r i"hi"h, until
now, have always seemed to be in endless

supply, and which have contributed the
most to Man's happiness on this Earth.
They constitute our natural environmentthe air, the water, open space, wildlife,
forests, quiet and beauty.
These irreplaceable resources, unprotected by adequate price-tags, are now
being destroyed on a global scale. Yet,
because the ultimate reckoning is only
dimly perceived, and the economic gain
lies near at hand, the appetite of our undirected technology, powered by a syndrome of growth and greed, continues to
increase. Most of our leaders in business
and industry remain mesmerized by the

rising lines on the "production"

charts.

Few of them realize that the state of our
is not wholly characterized by

e_conomy

the rate of growth of the GNP. Fewer,
still, seem to understand that a Gross National Product implies both a Gross National Consumption and a Gross National
Refuse.

The rivers and lakes. the land and the

air, are being fouled

because they are

free, because"they are "priceless;" and if

they are to be saved, if, indeed, our civilization is to be saved, we must quickly
place upon these elements of our natural
heritage a "market price." As a guideline
to the establishment of such a price sys-

tem, we might begin with the most commonly used notion in the casualty insurance business, that of "replacemeni value."
When America's corpoiate income and
expense statements begin to show realistic
ffgures for the damages inficted by industry- upon the environment, it will presage the rapid and permanent decline of
such destruction.

In short, we should not permit

the

word "priceless" when used to describe the
great natural endowments of our land. to
imply that these resources are without
price, and hence may be corrupted free of
charge. Rather, we must learn to treat
our environment with that high degree of
deference which is usuallv ieserned fot
great and enduring works of art. Our
"priceless" heritage, if generations yet un-

born are to shaie its beneffts. must be
placed beyond the reach of our grasping
times. It must be, in truth, begond price.
But the here-and-now has clout to
spare, for the short-term gain is hard to
resist, and the long-term loss is hard to
define. Thus the iatural world declines
and its counterfeit ascends, while a crude
and blind indifference marks the change.
An artificial world, domed and tamed for
man alone, with wildness gone and nature

banned, now lies in early prospect, and
this awful vision, such a pallid recompense
for what is being lost, enjoys the casual
esteem of many people.
What, after all, some of them ask, does
it r,eally matter? Granted that Man has
always been a part of Nature, has been
a partner rpith Nature, does it follow that
an artificial environment will be neces-

sarily bad? And are we not, within

a

fairly short period of time, looking forward to manipulating our genetic struc-

ture, and thereby removing defects and
improving the race? And, besides, if
things go wrong, can we not take care of
that situation when it arises?

Such is the simple faith that most of
our citizens have reposed in our technol-

9gy. It is this abiding trust in our

un-

limited capacities whiclimufiles the voices
of alarm and paralyzes corrective action.
It is difficult to explain, as the ecologists are finding out, that Man occupies
only a niche, albeit a large one, in the
scheme of things. It is hard to get across
the idea that Man is a product, tivo billion
years in the making, of his Earthly habitat.
It is obscure, to many, that Man ls part of
a vast and complex web of life which had
its beginnings in the distant ages of geological time. He is, in fact, whal the w6rld
has made him, and he is attuned to its
workin-gs with a precision surpassingly
fine. His cycles are the cycles of the uni-

verse he inhabits. His sleep and wake are
the domain of the Earth's rotation. His
genetic material, packed with painfully
culled informationitarting with l^ife,s firsl
day, Iies within him in safEty, as it has for

millions of years, maintained there at an

unchanging 37o Centigrade.
If Man has any meaning at all, then it
is meaning in relation to his environment.
Without that environment, Man is an ab_
surdity; a mobile bi-pedal computer, pro_
grammed for a world long gone-. product

of sun and rain and ice] ind wind

and

wilderness, imprisoned within a sack of
Pre-Cambrian sea water, watcher of birds
and wisher for stars-how will it be to sit
on the asphalt plain, alone beneath the
sodium glow, the last of the partners in
the great adventure?
This is our ultim,ate

fate. If we persist
in destroying our environment, w6 shall

destroy ourselves, for we are nothing without it. And should the day come wf,e., we

finally succeed in separating

ourselves

from the last vestige of our inheritance,
let us not mistake this sad occasion for
some species of conquest, for it will be no
such thing.

It will

be the end of a lengthy retreat,

arrd the beginning of an endless wandering
through the reaches of an indifierent uni-

verse, in search of a meaning which was
left behind.
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Estuaries prorside f ood
and protection for coast-

al fish and shellfish,

& $700,000,000 industrg

.

What is good f o, the
estuaries is goo'd f o,
I,{

ort,h Carolina.

SALT MARSHES AND ESTUARIES
CRADTE OF NORTH CAROIINA FISHERIES
By

A. W. Cooper
Associate Professor of Botany
North Carolina State University

Most visitors to the North Carolina

coast are aware of our vast tidal salt
marshes. The summer greens and autumn
golds of these seaside meadows lend beauty to our coastal scenery. Although many
have experienced the beauty of our tidal
marshes, few are familiar with their value
and the role which they play in the econo-

my of our coast.

Salt marshes are but one part of a
larger system, the estuary, and they are
best understood in this

light. An

estuary

is a coastal body of water where fresh
river water, flowing from the land, meets
salty ocean water. Salt marshes occur in
temperate latitudes and form in areas
behind barrier beaches or on the edges of
protected bodies of water where the substratum is waterlogged. The waters fooding these marshes may be salty, brackish,
or almost fresh and the fooding may occur rhythmically, as a result of lunar tides,
or irregularly. North Carolina, with more
than 2,000,000 acres, ranks third in the
nation in total acreage of its estuarine
waters. In addition, there are over 150,
000 acres of salt marshes associated with
our estuaries.
Estuaries, and their associated marshlands, are among the world's habitats most
productive of life. Here, where there are

abundant nutrients and warm. shallow
waters, plants ffx vast quantities

of

solar

energy. Much of this energy eventually
finds its way from the estuary into the
ocean and is spread along the coast providing nourishment for marine animals in
the shallow waters of the continental
shelf. Thus, salt marshes are a part of a
vast, open estuarine system which reaches

from the land into the open ocean.
Two major types of salt marsh, reguLa.rlg- and irregulnrlg-flooded,, occur in
North Carolina. There are 58.400 acres
of regularly-fooded salt marsh, primarily
distributed from the South Carolina line

to Beaufort. Virtually all

marshes in

Brunswick, New Hanover, Pender, and
Onslow Counties are of this type. More
limited stands occur along the Outer
Banks north to Oregon Inlet. These
marshes develop on a substratum of deep,
gray, soft silt and, as their name implies,
are regularly-flooded as a result of twice-

daily lunar tides. Tides range from two
to five feet and creeks wander in an intricate pattern across the surface of the
marsh. Smooth cordgrass is the dominant
plant of these marsli"r, o""rrrring in extensive stands from an elevation of mean
sea level to about the mean spring high
tide line. Along the soft creelibanks the
grass is tall, from four to six feet, but it
diminishes in height to less than a foot in
the interstr"".n
Irregularly-flooded
"i"u..
salt marsh is the
most extensive of the

coastal marsh types in North Carolina,
covering over 100,000 acres primarily
north and east of Beaufort along the Outer Banks and on the inner side 6f Pamlico
Sound in Dare, Hyde, Pamlico, and Carteret Counties. The substratum here is

sandier and firmer and flooding with
brackish water, caused by wind,"rather

than lunar tides occurs at irregular interseldom exceed a foot and
creeks are shorter and less intricately
branched. Black needlerush is the dominant plant of these marshes. It occurs in
vast pure stands which stretch away like

vals. Tides

a monotonous gray-green

ow

sea. Salt mead-

is present, but at a slightly
higher elevation than black needleruih.
- Relatively speaking, a great deal is
grass- also

known about the relitiotrs[ips between

salt marsh plants and the physical factors
of their environment. Foi example, it is
known that the length of tidal inundation,
as determined by elevation of the marsh,
is critical in determining the drainage and
salinity characteristics- of the habitat.
These, in turn, are maior factors in explaining the obvious zonation of plants
in salt marshes. It is also clear thaf most

reproduction

of salt marsh plants is by

unlderground stems rather than by seedi.
Little is known, however, about the ways
in which these plants are adapted to cope

with the stress6s of salinitv ind
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Organic Matter, Washed by Tides from the Marshes, Feeds Ocean Fish

A

"wasteland" which produces more plant material

per acre than most cultivated land-and transports
the food produced to the
animals in the estuary and
in the shallow seas where
most marine animals live.

water-logging. Also, although little

is

known aborliseed behavior, it is primarily
by this means that salt marsh species in,ride tr"w habitats. Organic matter from
marshes washed out by the tide feeds
ocean fish.

Of much greater importance to-a disof esluaries, however, is the information obtained by ecologists concernsalt
ing the movement of
".t".g/through
for it is from
mlrsh plants and animals,
cussion

Photo by Jack Dermid, Gourtesy North larolina Wildlife Commission.

this stoiy that the concept of the intimate
relationships between frlt marshes and
estuarine *aters stems. The plants in the

of our regularly-floo-ded coastal
salt marshes fix eno'ugh of the sun's energy
so that, on the average, over 10 tons of

richest

plant material per qcre Per year are Proiluced. This rate bf productivity compares favorably with thtt of many natural
iommuniti"t attd exceeds the average rate
of production of most of the world s cultivated crops. Although much of this energy is ,t."'d by the plints and animals of
thE'marsh, a siqniftcint amount is washed
out of the marsles by the tide in the form
of small particles of organic matter. This
organic riratter, in part"accounting for the

griy color of tidaimarsh water,-is

redis-

iributed throughout the estuary and into
the adiacent ocean. Because of the high
silt content of estuarine water, the rate of
production of minute foating, plants is
diminished. Consequently, food materials

produced

in the marsh make up one-

third to one-half of the total food available
to the animals of the estuary. Thus there
is a continuous chain of life from the salt
marsh into the shallow ocean near the
land. Abundant data support these generalizations but they come primarily from
studies of regularlyiflooded marshes. The
situation is not so clear with regard to
irregularly-flooded marshes, for there are
fewer data. Those available suggest that,

although plant production is not much

lower than in the regularly-flooded marsh,
there is little tidal fushing. Consequently,

irregularly-flooded marshes appear to
make a more limited contribution to the
food available in the estuary.

1El

Gourtesy Research & Development Section, Division of Commercial & Sports Fisheries
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In order to understand why this chain
of life which originates, in pari, in the salt
marsh is important to our coastal and
sports fish and shellffsh, one must understand how these resources ar,e distributed
in the ocean. The vast bulk of these ani-

a

residence,
Sea

I

mals occur near the land. where there is
an abundance of food and shelter, rather
than in the open ocean. The shallow seas
near the land are highly productive whereas the open ocean iJ a

witery

and shellfish species depend on estuaries
for food, for a place to live, or for a place
in which their young may develop. fhere
are three major patterns of estulrine dependence among these animals.
Various species use the esfuaries as:

desert.

The great majority of our coastal fish

iving their entire life in the estuaries;

trout

Oysters

Bay Scallops

Clams

Blue Crab

*

*:

,

-"

a nursery. Adults live and spawn in the open
estuaries to mature.
Shrimp

Fluke

Blue Fish

ocean

with young migrating to the
Menhaden

King Whiting

I

w
a temporary home. Adults migrate to the estuaries to spawn. The eggs hatch
there and the juveniles reach young adulthood before migrating back to the ocean.
Weakffsh

l;L.r';:li

{r,,t,

li

Mullet

*.\

$*'

Black Drum

I

Drawings by Brenda Ward, North Carolina State University
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Sample of juvenile Atlantic Menhaden fronl
Broad Creek near Bogue Sound, N. C. Menhaden are estuarine dependent during the first
year of life and are the largest commercial catch
in North America.

Biologists using hand seine to sample for abundance of juvenile Atlantic Menhaden in Broad
Greek near Bogue Sound, N. C.

Purse seining for adult Atlantic Menhaden near
Cape Lookout, North Carolina.

Photograph courlesy U. S. Bureau
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of

Commercial Fisheries, Beaufort, North Carolina

Bi ologicol

volues tronslqted to dollqrs ond cents

Whot is good for the solt mqrshes is good for North Corolino
So far our story of the value of salt
marsh lands and estuaries has been developed in terms of biological values, in

terms of feeding and rearing sites for
groups of animals, many of which are of

!a|!:!:t,;t...:",,a

considerable importance to man. Is it
possible to attach a "dollars and cents
value" to estuarine lands? Is it possible
to reduce biological values to terms which
are comprehensible in man's economic
framework? Some feel it is not. Despite
this, I shall attempt such a presentation
using data compiled by the Division of
Commercial and Sports Fisheries of the
North Carolina Department of Conservation and Development.
There is a sizeable segment of our
coastal citizenry which makes its livinq
9il99,ty^frgm the sea. There are perhapi
5,000 of these commercial fishermen ln
North Carolina and, in most cases, they
are almost entirely dependent upon estu-

*@*,+

&f*t"! *

arine resources for tlieir liveliliood. In
1965, these men received about $9.400.000

for the almost 226,000,000 pounds.of fish-

eries products which they landed. These
catches were processed 'and retailed and
rt, as some economists contend. their value
in the process increased by a factor of
seven, then their ultimate ,rairre was about

$66,000,000. Further analysis of these
catches indicates that nearly 97% by

weighg (219,000,000 pounds), #as of ,pe_
cies which are in some way estuarine ie_
pendent. These species accounted for

- total
85v. og the
value

of the catch,

or

about $8,000,000. Thus, the total value of

the commercial resources taken frclm
North Carolina's estuaries in lg65 mav be
estimated to have been in the viciniiy of
$56,000,000.

. Sports fish,ermen also exploit our ma_
rine resources. A survey ,rd" b"i.rg
ducted at North Carolina State Uni,Tersity
"urr_
indicates that more than 400,000 sports_
men ffsh annually on our coast. On the
avera-ge, each east coast sports ffshennan
spends $80 each year for the gas, lodging,

equipment, charters, and supipli", *li"ih
he uses during this fishing. ii this figure
applies to North Carolina-, then the iotal
expend-ed by sports fishermen in this State
annually approaches $92,000,000. The
greatest bulk of this money is spent ffsh_

ing for estuarine dependent .p"6i"r.

Thus, commercial and sports fishing in
North Carolina, on an anirral basis,'are
the equivalent of a $100,000,000 industry.

A

very high percentage of the species
sought ultimately depeid in one *'"y o.
another upon our salt marshes and estu_
aries for the conditions necessarv for their
survival. Our

2,150,000 acres

'of

so.rnds

and marshes are involved in the return of

Adult Atlantic Menhaden concentrated in purse seine prior to being
pumped aboard carrier vessel.
Photograph courtesy U. S. Bureau

nearly

of

Commercial Fisheries, Beaufort, North Carolina.

per acre per year to the econo-

$!0
my. Although
it is bbviously not possible
to attribute ill of this yielci to oirr estu-

aries, they neverthel,ess are the most essen-

tial^ingredient in what is clearly a very
profitable business for North Carolina.
From what has been said, it should be
clear that what is good for our salt marshes
and estuaries is good for North Carolina.
Unfortunately, much of what we are
now doing to our salt marshes and estuaries is not good for them. They are sub_

ject to continued destructive pressures
and each year the acreage of unpolluted,

undespoiled estuary diminishes. Clearly,

we must devise some better method of

managing our estuaries or our coastal
sports and commercial ffshing industries
are certain to sufier. It is iripossible to
manage a resource, such as a'species of
ffsh, without also b_eing able to^ manage
the habitat upon whic[ that species d"epends.- N{anagement implies c6ntrol and

control often infringes on the rights of
individuals. Howevir, we must b"e willing to make the sacriffces necessary in
order to insure the continued prosperity
of our estuaries and our fisheries'rer6,rr"".
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Con u;e lnlance the claims of protection ancl tleoelopment in our salt
marshes?

Can rDe reconcile the conflicting
interests of hunters, fishermen, bird
watchers, inclustrialists and real
estate deuelopers?

A

clistinguished scientist, aware of
political realities, tells hou;.

A possrBlE srArE

pRocRAM FoR

ESTUARINE DEVETOPMENT
By

David A. Adams
Direclor, Fisheries Commission
North Carolina

So coastal marshes and shallow waters

are important. So they're important for
hunting, fishing, boating, bird-watchin-g,

land development, and navigation.

So

what? "What" is that many of

these uses
are incompatible on the same area. "What"

is that eivironmental changes resulting
from some uses are irreversible and preclude equally-desirable uses for all time
to come. "What" is that there's a definite
limit to the amount of such areas available
to this and succeeding generations and
that decisons made now will be binding
on these future generations' And, perhaps most pathetically, no one is in a position to make the necessary policy decisions, no one is efiectively attempting to
determine the proper mix of competitive
uses, no one has the necessary responsibility and authority.
As a result, marshes, tidal creeks, flats,
and shallow waters are being engulfed,
bit by bit, by real estate development and
dredging spoil, without any

-apparent
rhym? or reason, without any plan or ra-

tidnality, without realizing tliaf the Taiqr
attractant, i.e, the typicil coastal landscape, is being destioyed by th,ose who
are^attempting"to capiialize bn- that same
attractant] N-ot that all development is
bad. for there must be access and accommodations for those who wish to enjoy our

2e,
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coastal areas (and contribute to the local
economy through their enjoyment). The
issue here is not one use or the other applied to the entire system, but each use
in its proper place, aird all in proper perspective.

In most cases, the profit motive is sufficient to encourage those interest-ed in
land development to keep up with demand. It is the contrary use, preservation
of sufficient area in at ieast quasi-natural
condition, that deserves the attention of
the public at large. What rn:ust be done
if such an endeavor is to be successful?:

An element of the PoPulation must
recognize the importance of ration'
al ui of estuarin-e areas and actively work toward preserving some Por'
tion of these lands and rvaters.

For generations we have viewed the
coastal waters and marshlands as an infinite resource, fully capable of withstand-

ing the puny efioits oi man to alter it in

fully capable of
pr6r,idit'g a bountiful supply'of fiih, fowl,
ind recreation for all who wished to partake. For past generdtions, this attitude
was probabiy teilistic, for supply far exceeded demand and our capability for

an"v sien^ificant manner,

AFICHITECT

altering the landscaPe

wa-s

limited.

To-

day's g:eneration cannot afford such complicency. On a national level, the number of saltwater sport fishermen increased
38% between 1955 and 1960, and another
32% between 1960 and 1965 (U. S. Department of the Interior, 1966). Now on the
North Carolina coast, there are more than

400,000 sport fishermen competing with
about 5.000 commercial fishermen for the
same fish. Annual attendance at Ft. Macon State Park increased from 357,965 in
1956 to 599,149 in 1966; visitors at Cape
Hatteras National Seashore, during the
same period increased from 301,740 to
1,133,0b3. The U. S. Army ColPs of En-

gin""r, issued no permits ior land

devel-

in 1965; four in 1966, and
nine dur'inq the first ten months of 1967'
Spment proiects

Slorvly,"people are beginning to realize

that this'r"^roni"" is not l"nnite that it is
being changed by the hand of man. The
oyste-rmen are cc,ncerned that traditional
ovstering areas are being closed because
oi s"rta-g" pollution. The fishermen ale
tiat they' are not catching as
"on""rrrJd
manv fish as thev rvish. The bird rvatchthat subdivisions are
ur"
"e.ned
"r,
where shorebirds used to
springinq"otup
feed." Tle iesthete is concerned that he
can no longer gaze uPon an unbroken expanse of piimei'al landscape. But each is

A SALT MARSH
One of North Carolina's most productive areas

WHAT PRICE
TRAILER GAMP?

ls this an inteltigent
use of an irreplaceable natural resource?

)r

!r

i:,
#r&f
,t

Photos courtesy Research

and

uev^etopment Section, Division
ot. commercial Sports and Fish_
en9s
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a means of determining its best agricultural use. Planning ageincies classif! land
as to its best type"of levelopment.' Fish
and game agencies classify land as to its

with his own interest, and there
is no unifying agent which brings ail users
concerned

together in cbmmon understanding of the
reJource as a whole.

greatZst pot"ential for wildlife management. But no one has taken a comprehensive look at our qreat expanse of coastal land with the a'im of $uiding a bal-

Some public agency must be as'
signed responsibility for the Pro'
gr1*, and must be given the necessary money, peoPle, and time with

anced development for all uses.
At the present time the State doesn't
really know^ how much of our shallow
coaslal waters are in State ownership (although almost all of them probably are),
how'much of the coastal marshlands are

which to implement it.

Who shall bring these diverse groups
together in the cdmmon interest? The
XJrth Carolina Wildlife Federation? the
Garden Club of North Carolina? the League of Women Voters? AII these groups
[ave led the fight for conservation issues
in the past, but-none has yet come forward
to sav6 our estuari"t attd coastal marshes'
Unless someone does, no public Program
can be successful.
Just as there has been no unified efiort
outiide of government, there is also no
unified effort within government. A number of local and sta-ie agencies have responsibilities in these ar6as, but none is
cbnsidering the coastal lands in their en-

privately owned (although almost all of

them probably are) nor how much of these

of areis and which specific areas
ri"fa to be under public control in order
to provide recreational opportunities for
futr]re generations. In eslence, we need
types

to have an inventory by ownership, type
of land, potential for development, natural resouice value-of all the lands and
rvaters of North Carolina's vast estuarine

system. This will be -no easy- job--rnore
tiran 2 million acres of v,rater [USFWLS,
1955] and about 160,000 acres of marsh
(Wilson, 1962) are involved-but no rafor management- can .b" "iional plan
^until
has been inven-

tiretv.

N{"unicipal and county agencies
conduct land-usle of various sorts and enact zoning ordinances as a means of controllinq lind use, but most of these efiorts
a.e of"a local nature, aimed more at what
tloes of development should be permitted
dri a gi*'en areiof land rather than whether deielopment should be permitted at all'

alternative methods, must be developed for those areas which should

life Resources Com-mission has iurisdiction
over hunting and motorboat safety in
coastal wateis; the Department of Con-

bL reserved for Public use'

servation and Development regulates fish-

and^assists

lo5al governments in planning; the Department"of Water and Air Resources controls

pollution, navigational

development,
Leach erosion and hurricane protection;

the State Board of Health is concerned
with the sewage pollution in ^shellfish
growing areas;

tie

Department of Admin-

has iurisdictio:n over state-owned
lands and waters.

iltratioi

As a result no single agency views the

estuaries as

its sole responsibility and

"that which belongs to e'ieryone belongs

If a comprehensive

estuarine
Drogram is to be suciessful, some public
intiiy must be given the resPonsibility and

to no one."

authoritv'tfto caiv it out. Thls entity could
th" eiisting state departments,
be one

dilririott guided 6y a special board
drawn frorrr several departments, or a

u

special committee or boaid established for

Coastal areas must

be

inventoried

and classiffed as to their best

Even under existing laws, local and
state governments have some measure of
contro"l over development in the estuaries'
Counties and municipalities are emPowered to enact zoning iegulations, thereby
restricting the types-of developments that

may be !"t-iited. Zoning regulations
may be sufficiently restrictive as, to pre,r"rrt *rry structures and all land alteration, but examples of such severity are
few'and far between' From a realistic
viewpoint, it seems unwise to entrust local
zonirig authorities with- the primary re,po.rribility for comprehensive planning

o? estuarine use' A state-wide program'
bur"d on knowledge acquired through the
tt"ay discussed ubot'", would probably
stand more chance of success'
At the Present time, the State does' or
at least can, control the development of
most land covered by water, and much of

lh" p"ript't"ral tidal marsh' Ownershipof
t"nd U"lt"ath navigable water is in the
S,",", and such lan"d cannot be conveyed
from the State. Those wishing to fill such
lands adjacent to their privately-owned
high land must secure an easement from

the purpose.

use,

and those which must be Preserved
in the public interest identified as

th;

such.

Department of Administration' aPtv the Governor and Council of

oroved
Since 1933, the Soil Conservation Serv-

ice has been classifying interior land

24

as

'Stut". By refusing to issue such
^easements'
lands be-

the State

NGIFITH CAFTGILINA AFICHITECT

viduals and stat6 agencies have the oPPor-

tunity to oppose issuance of such perm'its'
In recent years, the Corps of Engineers
has becomb much more r-esponsive to the

recommendations of natural resource
agencies, and now will rarely js-sue. a per-

m-it over a resource agency's obiection.
At ffrst glance, the above procedures
might appear to provide adequate means
"reguiaiing the d'evelopment of estuaof
rine aieas, ihete are, however' a number

of complicating factors. The term "navi-

sable rriaters" f,ut tt"'u"t been defined ade-

[uately in law. Thus, waters which appear navigable to the State may aPpear

iron-navigible to the developer, and only
a court c"an determine who is right. Furthermore, until the State determines which
estuarine areas should be held inviolate,
and which can be altered without exces-

sivelv impairing the public resource, it
runs'a double rlsk of fhwarting desirable
development or permitting undue resource

A large scale program of control and
acqrrilitiorr, iivolving a number of

Within tfie state go,rerntient, the Wild-

ing and mineral exploitation,

the resource

volved
toried.

neath navigable waters, and, to a_ lesser
degree, control development of adiacent
land which includes water connections to
navigable waters. In addition to the state
easeirent, all, persons desiring to do work
below the elevation of Mean High Tide
in areas adiacent to navigable waters:nust
secure a permit from the U. S. Army Corps
of Engin-eers. Applications for these permits aie publicly advertised, and all indi-

""t,

ptohibit filling of

damage.

that public acquisition
Thus, it appears
-only
provides the
definitive solution. The
bepartment of ionservation and Developme^nt has powers of eminent domain, and
can condernn land "in the administration
of laws relating to fish and ffsheries." [G'S'
40-2. (6)1. The-Board of Conservation and
Deveiopment can purchase lands for "enternrise's related [o the conservation of

resources." [G'S'
-"iir," and estuarinelocations
of signifi-

f13-226(a)1. Once the
cant marsh areas are established, they can
be acquired by the State ll funds are available.

While it is impossible at the present
time to estimate p:recisely the amount of
money needed, some -rough approxima60,-

tions may be made. There are about
000 acrei of regularly-flooded- salt marsh

(low marsh) in"the itate lwilton, 1962),
almost all of which is of prime importance
for fisheries and recreation. IfgO% of this
area were acquired at $150 per acre, it
would take $9 million. Legal fees and
land surveys would add considerably to
the cost; discovery of lands rvhich are al-

ready in the State would reduce the cost'
Acquisition of selected areas of irregularly-flooded salt marsh (high marsh), freshmarsh rights-of-way, aceess, etc., would

probably add

an equivalent amount,

Lringing the total bill to about $18 mil[on." A land acquisition Program of this
size would take several years to execute'
Land prices are escalating -rapidly, however, ind any delay would increase the
cost significantlY.

Where would the money come from a
The General Assembly
There are several alternatives, all of which
have some weaknesses. The General As-

sembly could appropriate the necessary
funds as part o?'" Li"rrnial Capital Improvement Budget. This method has the
advantage of _spieading the cost among all
taxpayers and would provide a lump sum
rvhich could be spenl over a numBer of
years. It seems unlikely, however, that
such a sufficiently large amount would be
appropriated during one biennium; the
program-11olld
t
-thus becorne dependent
upon additional
appropriations during
succeeding bienniums-a risky business at
best.

might be raised, too, by out-of-state ffshermen, tourist interests, and resident fishermen who are already buying a license for
inland fishing, trout fishing,-wildlife management area access, etc.

under the provisions of the-Land and Wa1965 (78
Stat. 897). This act, "to assist in preserving, developing, and assuring acceisibility
op-

erating registered gasoline-powered motorboats consumed 6,600,000 gallons of
fuel, taxed at the rate of 7/ per gallon (A
Survey of Fuel Usage in Registered Motorboats in North Carolina, R-TT, Durham,
1965). Six cents per gallon, or 9396,000

rg!"nqable upbn application, but only
of this amounC was actually refunded. The remaining $358,00d remained in the highway fund. An estimate
of North Carolini's refundable marine fuel
tax derived from a survev bv the Outboard
Boating Club and the Naiional Association of Engine and Boat Manufacturers in
y^u^r

$38,000

A Special Bond Issue
A second alternative would be through
a special bond issue. Prior to 1g62, New
York had passed a 975 million bond issue,

and New Jersey a $60 million bond issue
for acquisition of recreational land (Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission, 1962). Subsequently, other states
have adopted similar proposals. Like a
direct appropriation, th-is method spreads
the cost among all citizens and provides
funds which could be used ou"i

"., "*tended period. However, a bond issue
of

this
.magnitud_e would require enabling
legislation and a vote of the people. and
thus would entail considerable p,rbli. s.rp-

port.

A Sport Fishing License
A sport ffshing license for coastal wa_
ters provides a third possibility. At the

present time, no license is required of non_

commercial hook-and-line fishermen in

most estuarine waters. If our estimate of
400,000 coastal spoft fishermen is accurate.
a modest license fee, over a period of

time, could provide sufficient iunds for
the program. Coastal sport fishing licenses are^ being required in an increasing

1965 is even higher-9943,880 (N.C.Wildlife Resources eommission, personal com-

munication).

Whatever the precise amount. motorb-oat operators pro'bably

contribrrt" -or"

than a-half million dollars to the highway
f-und each year through failure to-claim
"The

their fuel tax rebate.
1g67 General
Assembly provided that the "Wildlife Re-

sources Commission shall receive oneeighth of one percent (1/e of l%) of the net
proceeds of th-e taxes on motor fuels" (G.
S. 105-446.2) during the 1967-d9 biennium,
but will then havd to request a continuation of any such funds from the lg69

General Assembly. This authorization

will provide the

Commission with about

$125,000 per year for its boating program,
Ieaving som,ething in excess of $400,000 per
year in the highway fund. Tapping a portion of these Tundi would prouid""
" "orrtinuing source of revenues *hich could
be

Earlier federal reports (Outdoor Recre-

ation Resources Review Commission,

1962b) stress the need for federal assistance in the acquisition of recreational
lands and the critical need to preserve
shorelines and waters for recreati^onal opportunities. Thus, it appears that tlie

State may^be required to
iriy only half the
total bill for an estuarind acquisition pro-

gram.
So really it boils down to a matter for
the peo,ple of the State to decide. If they
are really conc-erned enough, some entity
can be charged with the oierall estuarine

preservation-development program, coast_
al areas can be i-nventor'ied and those

which, must be protected identified, private alteration and use can be regulat^ed,
and funds necessary for acquisition"can be
provided. Hopefully, our citizens are now
ready to recognize the seriousness of the
present- situation and willing to do some_
thing about it. If not, we niust wait until
some future date; in the meantime. we
may lose forever a part of our heritage.
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Is lforth Caroli,na's position as 44th among all

states

fo,

in

expenditures

parks good enough?

NORTH CAROLINA'S STATE PARKS TODAY
By

Keith A. Argow
lnstructor of Forestry and
Recreation Administration, N.G.S.U.

Of all the public lands in North Caro-

private individuals include the Cliffs of

accommodate high density visitor use.

recrehunt, fish,

the Neuse State Park, Cape Hatteras State
Park (now part of Cape Hatteras National
Seashore) and Rendezvous Mountain
(eliminated from the State Park System in

included in this recreation area system are
reservoirs planned or already constructed
across the state, shorelines proposed for

Iina devoted to conservation and

ation where people may go to
camp, visit historic sites, view nature, or
merely get away from it all, only 22,W
acres are administered by the State Park
System. The other public lands consist of
national park areas, the intercoastal waterway, national forests, historic sites, county
and municipal parks, public hunting and
fishing grounds, one state forest and several reservoir recreation areas. These are administered by a variety of agencies: the
National Park Service, the U. S. Forest
Service, the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Bureau of Sports Fisheries of
the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the
North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission, the N. C. Department of Conservation and Development, the Department of Archives and History and the
]ohn H. Kerr Reservoir Development
Commission.

If it had been up to the state of North
Carolina the acreafe might be even less.
The Federal government has donated four
parks: Umstead, Fort Macon, Jones Lake
and Singletary Lake Group Camp and
contributed for the development of several others. Private sources donated six:
Mt. Jefferson, from citizens of Ashe Coun-

ty, Weymouth Woods Nature
(with

Preserve
a reverter clause to the Nature Con-

servancy) from Mrs. James Boyd, Duke
Power State Park from the Duke Power

Company, Hammocks Beach State Park
from Dr. William Sharp and The Hammocks Beach Corporation, and Hanging
Rock State Park, from a group of citizens
interested in preserving a portion of the
Sauratown Mountains. Other gifts from

e6

1e56.)

Joint public-private donations account

for two: Morrow Mountain from Stanlv County and local landowners, and

Pettigrew, from the Federal government
supplemented with 500 acres from Lake
Phelps Farm, Inc. Mount Mitchell, purchased from state funds in 1915, was the
sole entire state purchase prior to 1967.
During the early years of the State
Parks Syltem, almost- all park facilities
*er" cottttibuted by the Federal government. In 1947 the State provided t-he first
funds for capital improvement. Since then
it has gradially inireased its interest in
the par[ system. In 1955 the State Board
of eonservation and Development ruled
that state parks must contain at least 400
acres of land, possess distinctive scenic
values and excellent recreation possibilities. The Board also approved a long
range park acquisition and develop_ment
plan, although it was never financed and

put
^ into action.

In the meantime

a burgeoning po-pula-

tion with new leisure, has created

the
need for recreation facilities close to the
centers of population, particularly
larger
in "the so-called Pie-dmont Ciescent between Raleigh and Charlotte. To help
meet this siluation the North Carolina
Recreation Commission recommends that
the Division of State Parks establish supplemental state recreation and park areas
i"hi"h, though not possessing all^the qualiftcations deilanded for statJ parks, would

NC,FITH CAFICILINA AFICHITECT

Foremost among opportunities to be

state beaches, scenic waterways,

and

mountain parkways.

The high density park system should
be created in addition to, and not from,
the twelve beautiful and hard won State
Parks now existing. A recent plan for developing Umstead State Park near Raleigh has drawn fire from conservationists
who, while recognizing the need for high
density recreation in the State Capital
area, feel that this plan did not give
enough attention to the superlative natural

feattires and beauty of the park. The
tract, which is laced by deep itream vallevs and graced with flowering rhododendions, is"the only publicly owned land
in the entire North Carolina Piedmont
which meets the standards of a Class IV,
Unique Natural Area, approved by the
President's Outdoor Recreation Resources

Review Commission.
The year 1967 gave many signs that
the people of NortX Carolina ut6 takittg
a neiv interest in conservation and state
oarks. The State Planning Task Force
lnd the North Carolina Re6reation Commission began compiling data for an outdoor recreition plin t6 make the state
eligible for park icquisition and developmJnt from th" U. S. Department of the
Interior under the Federal Land and Conservation Fund Act of 1965. The 1967
General Assembly appropriated $375,000
for a new State Park (the first total acquisition since 1915) and additional- land
fbr others. It also set up a Staie Park and

State Forest Study Commission to evalu-

North Carolina's State Parks, though

ate North Carolina's park and forest facilities and to make recommendations to

few in number, are a credit to the State.
This tradition of quality must be supple-

the 1969 General Assembly.
Citizen conservation groups are spearheading the movement to create a first

mented by adequate quantity to give more
Tar Heels the opportunity to know and enjoy the outdoors. More parks are clearly
needed, particularly close to the popu-

class State Park System. The Conservation

Committee of the North Carolina Acade-

my of

Sciences

is working to

establish

Smith Island and Cape Fear as a State
Park. Local committees of the Nature
Conservancy are sponsoring Bat Cave, and

the Enco River Gorge as scenic natural
areas. The North Carolina Seashore Com-

mission is advocating the acquisition of
Masonboro Island for a new seashore
state park. The North Carolina Wildlife
Federation is giving broad support for
state parks and wise resource manage-

ment. The Pilot Mountain Preservation
and Park Committee. Inc. in Winston-

Salem is pushing the Pilot Mountain State

Park project. Citizens in the northwest
corner of the state are trying to establish
Stone Mountain as a State Park. The
Carolina Mountain Club has aided in securing alternative routing to the proposed second transmountain road through
the Smokies, thereby preserving the larg-

est tract of mountain wilderness in the
southeastern United State. A general
ground swell for conservation is coming
from the state's garden clubs, the Atlantic
Chapter of the Sierra Club, the Audubon
Society, the 4-H Clubs and the Future
Farmers of America.

UMSTEAD STATE PARK

its

lation centers.
Many states use a rule of thumb that
requires 3 acres of land for each 100 persons

for State Parks and Recreation Areas,

and recommend an additional 3 acres for
municipal and county recreation. According to this formula, 136,600 acres in State
areas would have been desirable for North
Carolina's population in 1960. By 1980
this figure will rise to 163,500 acres. At
the present time 100,000 acres more than
the land and water areas in the state parks
and the Kerr Recreation area are needed
to bring N. C. up to this standard. Private recreation operators can bear some of
the load. but thlev can't afiord to finance

large tracts for icenic beauty and open
space.

Should private citizens and other donors continue to bear a major responsibility
for urgently needed new State Parks? In

recent years some 30 states, including
neighboring Virginia, have passed bond
issues for park acquisition and development. A $30 million bond issue would
meet currently anticipated needs and cost
less than $6 per citizen. This is only 1/10
of the recent Better Roads Bond passed by
voters in 1965.

Right now there is a good opportunity

^ interested citizens to corne to the ai8
for

of State Parks b1' supporting the ner,vly
authorized State Parf 'and State Forest
Studv Commission. After all, u'hen you
are number 44, you have to trl' hardei!
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superlalive natural fealures once destroyed can never be replaced.
Photograph by Keith A. Argow
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Smith lsland's 8,000 acres of salt marshes, associated creeks, shallow waters and bays provide:

A piece of living history-Stable dunes and forests show the continent as it was 400 years ago.

A site for scientific res€arch-Coastal lands, lree from the influence of man, allow the study ol beach erosion and lormation.

An economic resource-Salt marshes provide the food and shelter for 95% of our fish and shellfish at
some time in their lives.
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A

Young Gonservationist Looks

at North Carolina and Makes Some Suggestions
A State Department of Natural Resources to handle
problems

all

conservation

A

State Department of Planning
and Administration to base longrange decision-making on a comprehensive knowledge of natural
resources development, human resources development, and economic
development

A State Developmental Experimental Station to test housing and other
design and construction methods

A

program of Envirornental and
Baqig Design Teaching to train
children to know and care about
their physical surrounfings

NINE.TENTHS

D AND ONE.TENTH C
By

Sheafe Satterthwaite
Genter for Environmenlal Studies
Williams Gollege

Like most of America, North Carolina
exhibits only a meager respect for its natural resources. (Some observers would
counter that the State shows plenty of
economic respect for its nafural resources.
I'd suggest that this kind of respect is not
truly economic, since it takes little account of the long-range efiect of today's
actions. ) Certainly the State's landscapes
are not being maintained at their maxirmrm potential of biological richness, a
richness identified by a maximum fertility
or maximum diversity of living species.
The State and its people will have to
pass through an arduous political evolution before their lands, waters and other
resources can be declared healthy or capable of self-renewal. For there aie a host
of values woven into our economic and
social fabric as a nation which mitigate
against conservation, or a prudent rela-

tionship of man to his environment.

Among these mitigating strands I would
single out this nation's depending on an

ever-increasing gross national product, an

ever increasing population, and indeed

a general

transoendency

of

materialistic

values. Within the conservation establishment itself economic values may predominate even though most living and non-

living things (wh--ether pebbles"or diatoms,
yegds or spiders ) cannot be assigired a
dollar and cents equivalent. Besid=es our
reliance on ,economic goals, other national values which mitigate against conservation are: the "divine right of private
property" which the integration battles
have also confronted; the 'profft rfiotive"

which is so characteristic of our business life; and a Christian heritage which

is ambiguous in deffning man's o6ligations
to the land and other living things. Compared with such states as Massachusetts and Wisconsin, North Carolina
is no cunent leader in conservation poliry
or accomplishment. Examples of environmental depletion or despoliation in North

Carolina are:

The State's Inrgest riaer, the Cape Fear, is
an open sewer which increasing industrial

without proper safeguards, is turning warm, a deleterious, death-rendering
alteration known as "therm,al pollution."
The unprotected mountain aallegs, lying
outside park and forest boundaries, are
usage,

becoming crass commercial strip developments.

The State's citi.es are rapidly developing
every mistake large cities in the Northeast
have created. Built-up areas are not integrated into the landscape; instead, the
top_ographical features are bulldozed away
and the vegetation is obliterated.
The State park sgstern is dependent for

future parks on random philanthropic

urges rather than on a rational, sequential

acquisition policy.
Tke drainage of the coastal plain proceeds
without any research into the probable

long-term cumulative efiects.

The Creat Smokies, the East's most important national park displaying primeval
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forest conditions, requires for future survival the upholding of stronger wilderness
standards by both the Federal and State
governments.

The barrier sand, dunes and coastal aeget,ation which protect the State's Atlantic
shoreline are being rapidly obliterated by
tawdry, suburban, grid-iron developments
-tomorrow's slums.
In my estimation there are several
pressing actions which the State and its
citizens should take forthwith if their
natural resources are to be correctly used
by present generations and enhanced for
future generations.

In a milieu so excited about

economic
progress most North Carolinians have acquiesced in a Department of Conservation

and Development which is, as its critics
lament. "nine-tenths 'D' and one-tenth
'C'." (Even regarding development, this
department's horizons are severely limited;
sound economic development is neglected
Commerce

mentality capable only of strident promotion for tourism and for industry. ) At the
same time, successive administrations,
preaching fiscal responsibility, have perpetuated a duplicative and wasteful conservation law enforcement system, with
separate wardens or inspectors for fisheries, for game, and for other divisions.
Department of Planning
and Administration

When the dispassionate observer remembers that as early as 1929, the Wisconsin legislature extended the power of
zoning to rural areas, he must realize that
North Carolina has a long rvay to go. I

Re-

sources: 1967), p. 15.
The Developmental Experiment Station

I

suggest that the State seriously inves-

magazine's readers. It is
experiment
station." Since residential housing would

the State's report, Strategy for Deoelopment. The great need for coordination
(between highways and urban renewal,
between water policy and industrial expansion, and so forth) would be the ad-

ministrative prerogative of this central

planning department, which in due course
might emulate for the ffrst time on our
shores the extraordinary record of England and Sweden in rational economic

planning as well. The State's planning
goal should be a coordinated, nonpolitical, highly professional effort. De-

cision-making for both the State's long and
short-range goals would encompass social
and'biotic, economic and ecological, rational and emotional needs. Especially
it would come to grips with a truism' of
our times: that change is the major factor

to this

that of the "developmental

appear to be the major usurper of open
space, maybe even the major environmen-

tal catalyst for years to come, certainly

in landscape alterations should be undertaken. At this moment little experimentation in construction
some experimentation

occurs in our country, except in the scattered instances of low-income, urban situations. The purposes of a developmental
experiment station would be to enable the
academic and design communities, in conjunction with both the private sector and
governments at all levels, to test out new

development plans and techniques for

single-family and multi-family housing,
second homes, shopping centers - the
whole spectrum of siting, materials, labor,
ffnaqces, planning ordinances. At last a
design student might find his ideas brought

off the drawing board and into reality, as
exemplified in the most provocative manner recently in Montreal by the underwriting of the construction of N,Ioshe Safdie's
monumental "Habitat" at Expo '67 by
Canada's Ministry of Housing.
Environmental and Basic Design
Teaching in the Schools

a

central position of government. That is
to say, the Department of Administration,
which handles the State's budget, should
become a Department of Planning and
Administration, as proposed in 1964 in

3cl

servation of Nature and Natural

nence

A first priority, therefore, is the reorganization of North Carolina's scattered conservation agencies into one Department of
Natural Resources. This idea is not new.

trust that planning will be placed in

"The deterioration of environment, rvhether urban or rural, can invariably be traced
to imbalance, over-specialization, and a
lack of moderation."
"The Need for Landscape Planning," in
Tou:ards a Neus Relationship of LIan and
Nature in Temperate Lands: Part ll, Toton
and Country Pktnning Problems ( Morges,
Switzerland. International Union for Con-

tigate a new idea of considerable perti-

Department of Natural Resources

by a small-town Chamber of

in life. As Sylvia Crowe has written,

Particularly at the elementary level,
new programs in design and in conservation should be introduced in the North
Carolina school system. Generally those
regions with strong design or natural resources standards are those regions in
which the rank and file of the population
have a high degree of self-awareness of
their surroundings. Often these peoples'
self-awareness has accrued through their
schooling.

In Scandinavia one finds today the
greatest striving for beauty, order and
contemporaneity in modern housing, urban development, and everyday designwhether of tableware or of street furniture. I am told this unique development
has evolved from the rigorous

design

standards Scandinavian people have come
to expect. Such standards have been fostered mainly by the design courses given
to elementary school children, so that by

now in a country like Denmark there are
three generations of citizens who know
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what color, form, line, or texfure may
mean and who demand a visual excellence

in the physical, man-made civilization
their nation is creating. (Compare this
situation to America. where even a college graduate is a visual illiterate!) By
bringing up the subject of design, I necessarily imply a striving for beauty. Beauty
and conservation are closely related. As
Paul B. Sears, professor emerifus of conservation at Yale, has said, "When I travel,
I look for landscapes that are beautiful,
because invariably, the beautiful landscape is also a healthy landscape." In
a speech before annual meeting of Vermont Natural Resources Council, Killington Ski Basin, October 8, 1966.
Several American school systems have
programs in conservation, natural history,
environmental problems, or ecology. The
better programs are related to the outdoors: in Vermont where new union high

schools must include a 50-acre "outdoor
laboratory;" in Ann Arbor, Michigan,
where Wllliam Stapp has distinguished
himself as a conservation educator; or in
Montgomery and Prince George's Coun-

ties, Maryland where outdoor camps for
elementary school children are now being
established as part of the county school
board's facilities. In North Carolina I
know only of the Greensboro program, in
which sixth grade students visit Umstead
State Park (off the Raleigh-Durham highway) and for a week's period receive irrstruction from a faculty including North
Carolina State University botany and zo-

ology professors.
A year remains until the next session
of the North Carolina legislature. The
time to begin working towards the refinement and enactment of these suggestions
is now. The various citizens'groups, con-

servation groups, and design professions
should band together to raise funds and
dispatch small study teams to visit on our
shores and abroad the pertinent programs
and accomplishments. Later these study
teams should prepare reports,

with accom-

panying legislation, to be brought during
1968 before the political candidates for
endorsement and during 1969 into the legislative halls for enactment.
In this continuing educational quest of
learning about m'an's true relationship to
the earth about him, each of us should
realize how little he actually may know.
Those among us who may know sometling
more have the duty of speaking out, while
the rest of us have the duty of heeding

their message. As a beginning, everyone

might do better if he only heeded the belief of the Nigerian chief who said, "I conceive that the land belongs to a vast family
of which many are dead, few are living,
and countless numbers are still unborn."
Quoted in Dasmann, RaymondF., Conseroation and Amelioration of Natural Erusironments (Rational Use of the Biosphere):
A Report Prepared for UNESCO (Washington, D. C., The Conservation Foundation: 1967), p. 70.

will North carolina

capE the mifiakes of other stetes uhich failed to ueate the
of ci,tg and, countrg ohich makes for the good life in both?

fwion
one of the statds forernost planners pictures the id,eal rural-rnban commani.tE

and programs its achieoernent.

A PROPER FUSION OF CITY AND COUNTRY
in North Cqrolinq qnd Selected Policies to creqte ir
By

Pearson H. Stewart
Executive Director
Research Triangle Regional
Planning Commission

Man to the moon! Computerized technology! Phone vision! Twd hours to Lon-

don!_ .Washington to Boston at super
speeds! With this type of science fiction
future in prospect for the reasonably near
future, wfiat riill our North Carolina cities
and countryside be like in the next twenty to fifty years? What kind of futuristic
Sunday supplement environment will we
be livihg inP
I submit strongly that because of and
despite the rea[sri'of our science fiction
future, the North Carolina city and surrounding countryside will be a direct descendant of and have a very great resemblance to the pr,esent North Carolina city
and surrounding countrvside. The Nortir
Carolina city df the foreseeable future
may or may not be of_any better quality
tha-n- our present city, but the future city
will have -a very similar form and pattern
to those of the present city. Will we^ throw
away our investment in the present urban
area? Will we abandon oirr love afiair
with the individually operated vehicle?
Will we lose our need foi social contacts?
Will the demands for individual and family privacy be less? Of course not!
For the next 20 to 50 years the future
North Carolina urban area will be a logical and natural development from tLe

present
!iv9,

city. It

can be desirable. attrac-

profit-making, relaxing, de-

-e$cjent,
lightful,
human and obtainable.

Each of us is very apt to make use of
pat phrases to describe leneral situations.
Mine to describe the ilesirable physical
form and character of the North iaiolina
urban area is the phrase used as part of
the title for this article, "a proper^fusion

of city ald country." I include a

great

many urban and iural characteristids in
this phrase:

f

Compact, highly centralized urban central business districts providing the necessary face to face contacts for the very,
very many aspects of the office and information industries.

I Commercial shopping areas properly
located, designed, and maintained with
pride of ownJrship.
I Industrial areas well located and developed p-rovided with adequate power, water and waste disposal facilities.
I Highways, efficient and attractive for

both the traveler and the business

cus-

tomer.

I Good agricultural land, protected

and

used as such.

I Woodlands encouraged and managed.
Residences in rural areas well spaced on
large parcels to maintain the couritry areas
as country.

I

Residences on smaller lots
so as not to make life

-located

dificult for

the farmer

-arranged in clusters or groups to permit
neighborliness and efficient muiicipal
type services

-provided with public water and sewer
services where necessary

-located in convenient relation to

main

highways

I Multi-unit housing well designed
conveniently located in relation to

ployment centers.

l-Open spaces in ample supply to secure
urban-rural differentiation irrcluding:
-agricultural and forest land in private
ownership

-land around residential

developments
kept undeveloped through the ^use of

such areas as stream valleys, woodland
strips, and areas difficult to build upon
-public areas used for recreation or conservation
-any other available or useful method like
private camp areas, university botanical
areas, campuses, historic areas, and others, each used and developed as appro-

priate

f

Water bodies developed as appropriate

for maximum usefulness, perhaps as a reservoir, a swamp, a free fowing stream.

I maintain that in North Carolina it is
entirely feasible to develop urban areasespecially fast growing urban areas-with
generous portions of countryside saved
and maintained in, around, and through
the_ urban development. For example, if
Raleigh, in Wake County with the eounty's 859 square miles, expands in population to 500,000 and even if most of this
number demands single family detached
housing, all of these people can be provided for in a 190 square mile area, all
within eight miles of the capitol buildingand have within that area enough vacant
land to provide for an additional 170,000
people. (Documentation is available on re-

and
em-

quest.) The tremendous surplus of land
guarantees the feasibility of i proper fu-

sion of city and country.
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Lqnd tlnd government pol rcres to help
oo

I

recognize, of course, that the prime

for achieving high-quality
ne* developrnent belongs to the priaate
builder, the priaate clerseloper. . It is he

responsibility

who puts up the money and does much of
the aftual ,,irork of buiiding the future. It
is he who must build with pride of ownership, with pride of community, and rvith
great respect for the land and for both the
public and private interests in the land.
Residential Development

Subdivision regulations can be adopted

and applied. These regulations establish

standards for residential development.
They can be written to encourage clustertype residential developments that can be

built economically, be serviced efficiently,
and be surrounded by open land.
It is not unreasonably difficult to prepare appropriate subdivision regulations.
They aG not an unreasonable burden on
the residential developer and, if drawn
properly, can actually help the developer
^tuk6 ud"""tage of tnod"ttt and up-to-d-ate

design techriiques that can sive him
money. A principal difficulty that {aces a

city or county in considering subdivision

refulations is'that of their ad-ministration.
A iompetent person is required to receive
and reiiew plans for residential developments and to determine their conformance
with the adopted principles or standards.
This task must be done by a person having the respect of both the developers and
the general public.
Water and Sewer Lines
We all know that good residential and
industrial development requires good water and sewer ser^vices. We all know, also,
that for residential areas seryed by wells
and septic tanks a city is apt to have to

in during the course of annexation
and install witet and sewer lines, with

come

the abutting property owners paying their
share and thus paying twice for water and
s,ewer service.

At present the princiPal water and
sewer l^ines. the main linbs that benefit
more than an individual street, are pro-

vided within city limits by the city and
outside city limits, on occasion to serve

industry, by the county. Even though we
know tirat ihe existence of water attd't"*er lines will attract residential development and will shape the physical form and
character of urban areas, we have not yet

3E!

to install the principal water
and sewer lines in areas of forthcoming
development in advance of such development. These areas for the most part are
outside of present municipal corporate
limits and, consequently, it is difficult if
not impossible for city government to provide tlie necessary t"atEt and sewer liires.

been able

In addition, the necessary water and

sew-

er lines are the principal lines,_ thole too
big to be providei by an individua-l develop"er for a]r entire service area. The individual developer is usually limited to being able to provide only a short exte,nsion

to an existing line.
possible for the principal water
and server lines to be extended into areas
rvhere it is agreed that development 'nvill
and should oCcur? Such extensions should
not be in every direction all at once but
should only be in those areas where it is
im-mediately^ adjacent

Is it

publicly agreed development should

cur. At-random

oc-

extension rvould be very

unprofitable for everyone.

Of course, the problem of financing
such utilitv lines must be solved. Revenue bonds'as a source of money would be
an easy solution but one that is impossible since the revenues which will come
from development are not present jn advance of development to be a base for the
revenue bonds.
Perhaps there is a politically feasible
^plat
in helping to
role thatihe state
"an lines in areas of
provide maior utility
iorthcoming'development. I realize that
this sugges[ion will^require legislative action. Would it be possible for the state
to establish a revolving fund which cities
could use to finance the extensions of ma'
jor water mains and sewer outfalls outside
bf existing city limits? The use of such a
revolving-fund rvould require -that there
be appropriate safeguards and cautions.
Utility extensions fin"anced with the help
of a ievolving fund should be in accordance with a plan for utility systems-which
really -"utti a plan for'uiban develop-

menl-mutually idopted by the city and
the state, probably 6y the State Board of

Water a.rd Ait Resources. As a required
element of the plan, there should - be a
statement of expected future population
by appropriate lime periods -and an accompanving statement of where tuture
to be located. The inclusion
pop.,latiottls
^th"r" requirements
for plan content
bf
would prevent improper and speculative
extensidn of utilitv lines in all directions.
They would compel also the municipality
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to state publicly its thinking concerning
the desirable location for future urban
growth.

" The use of the state revolving fund
should also be predicated upon the city's
contractural agreement to assess the cost
of the line upon the benefitted propertn
Use of the assessment authority would
guarantee to the state that the fund would
5e revolving, that the money advanced
would be returned. Reliance uPon water
charges would
or sewer rates and tap-on
^state
thai the fund
not guarantee to the
*orld revolve. Since the utility lines in
this suggestion would be the,major lines,
not the-lines serwing individual houses and
streets, the lines rihich properly are the
responsibility of the individual developer,
the'assessment of the cost would of ne-cessity be over a relatively llrge area, much
larger than an immediately abutting narro# strip of land. Spreading the c-ost of

utility line over a large area
the major
-result
in an assessment which
would
rvould not be confiscatory but at the same
time would be a positive sPur to development.

This suggestion of the use of a revolv-

ing fund does obviously involve the state
go"rretrrmetrt

in municipal affairs. It would

frovide a tool with whlch the individual
cities could take positive steps to

shape

their future development.
On-site Disposal

Like most everyone else I am aware of
the generally unsatisfactory nature of the
septic tank for use in urban areas. I hope
thit engineers and health people of all
appropriate fields will get on with the job
'd"ti"Ioping an on-sit6 domestic disposal
of
system that will be both engineerly and
publicly acceptable which will incorporate
i"atrrre's of both aerobic treatment a-nd teuse so that the problems of both qlantity
and quality of on-site sewage disposal
can be solved satisfactorily. In making
this request I realize that the development
of such a satisfactorv svstem will lend
strength to the forces of urban decentralizatroi. These forces are strong and good
for some people. I do not consider them
necessarily bad.

Agricultural and Other Private Open Land
Protection by Assessment Practices
Currently there is considerable discussion concerning the desirability of assess-

qc

|leve proper fus ron of city qnd country
o

ing or taxing agricultural lands on

some

special basis so that these lands may be
encouraged to remain in agricultural use.
Such a practice could have considerable
benefit and most certainly presents considerable problems.

In terms of benefits-there could be

a

built-in and guaranteed supply or stock
of privately owned and used land which
would have some assurance of remaining
open. These lands could include both
piime agricultural lands and also, and

perhaps even more important for the urban dweller, the many stream valleys

which must remain unbuilt-upon. It is
to the advantage of the urbanite that not
all land be built-upon but that there be
variety in the urban landscape. Some of
this essential variety can be provided by
green land.

Land kept open because of an assessment policy is land which the local governments do not have to buy in order to
keep open.
In terms of problems-how can land be
classified uniformly so that only the lands
which should be kept open for some positive reason receive the benefit of the lowassessment or tax rate? Land which
should be developed should not receive
any such benefit. Some method of relating the classification to a true agricultural
zoning procedure or to some oth,er form of

er

officially adopted plan concerning the
physical form and character of the urban
area is necessary.
Is it possible to develop a workable
system of collecting back taxes on a retroactive basis should land that is assessed
or taxed at a lolver value be sold at a
higher urban development value? It is

Land Acquisition for Public

sition. This

Use

There are and will be many needs for
land around North Carolina cities for public use. The need for public parks is an
obvious example. The location and type
of public parks ranges from day-use parks
in ihe ardas that #ill b""o-e'developed
in the near future of large-scale waterbased parks along the shores of the forthcoming reservoirs.
Other public lands needed are school
sites. All urban areas would be well situated if they could acquire school sites in
advance of need. Not only would the
school sites be cheaper if purchased in advance of need but also, and much more
important, the very existence of the school
sites in a known location would do much
to channel and locate residential development in appropriate and desired locations.
Most cities in North Carolina either
have finished or are in the final stages of

completing major thoroughfare

new highways in certain new rights-ofway. One of the prime difficulties in
carrying out the provisions of a major
thoroughfare plan developed for the future is that of acquiring the necessary

rights-of-way. While all highways
planned for the next 15 to 20 years are
obviously not needed all at once, nevertheless the acquisition of the appropriate
rights-of-way becomes more and more difficult as the years go on and as development in and around the desired location
becomes more and more intense. It would
be excellent if the rights-of-way for these
future highways could be acquired early
in the planning process, rather than at

on

the last minute when acquisition is both

forestry.

costly and often productive of community
controversy.
Some cities in North Carolina are making earnest efiorts to protect future rightsof-"way through advance purchase T.opportunity or -need occur: Winston-Salem
^and Gr-eensboro are making especially
earnest efforts. With North Carolina cities

Farm groups are currently, at -work
studying t[e pioblem of agricultural and
forestry land taxation. It does seem rea-

not having the prime responsibility for
nrajor hig[ways ind having, in addition,
malor financial difficulties, reliance

termine if the problems of agricultural
land taxation can be worked out for the
sake of the economic health and beauty

quisition must be incomplele and partial.

.o-" io*"r

not include land which should become
urban, land which should go into develop-

ment more intensive than agriculture or

sonable to work with such groups to de-

of the urban areas.

the urban areas.
I submit that it would be politically
possible for the several urban counties to
hold general obligation bond elections to
provide money for the acquisition of appropriate public lands for public purposes.
The passage of such a general obligation
boniissue"would requiie that therJbe a
strong statement that the issue will provide all the public land necessary for X
number of years and that the uses be

spelled out. Parenthetically,

making
p'reparation for such an election would reluiie the counties to come up with a well

thought out and a realistically accepted
plan for their future development.

plans.
These plans, of course, make provision for

basis and also Ui iUle to sell
at a higher value.
Any system of classifying land for a
lower assessment must be one which will

not right for an owner to pay taxes

consideration should be encouraged and translated into policy.
Easements or locations for major water
and sewer transmission lines should also be
acquired well in advance of need-partly
for economic reasons but also to utilize
these forces appropriately in helping to
shape the physical form and character of

on

Iocal actions for advance rights-of-way ac-

fh"t" is currentlv

by

the

"ottsldetation
to permit use of
Bureau of Public Roads
federal highway funds for advance acqui-

Conclusion

These suggested policies concerning
the desirable physical form and character
of the urban area are most certainly not
the only policies necessary to achieve the
proper fusion of city and country. The
policies discussed should be considered
quite obviously in addition to other matters of public concern. In addition, because of space limitations, I have concentrated on those semi-rural and rural areas
adjacent to existing population centers,
the next areas where development is most
likely to take place. I have made no mention of appropriate policies for presently
d,eveloped areas, in particular the drastic
revisio-ns in conventional urban renewal
policies that are urgently needed.
I submit that the urban development
policies review in this article-if used in
^accordance
with a sound plan for the city
and country future of the urban area-can
do much to secure a proper fusion of city
and country and provlde both an efficient
and a delightful urban situation. I realize
very well lhat -y qualification "if used"
is bxtremely important. These p,olicies
can only be put into efiect by people and
the people who are willing to work for
thes6 poiicies must run for dffice and must
be elected. The proper policies are the
responsibility of both politicians and the
people.
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The importance of nature as a scientific laboratorE cannot be ooerestim^ated.
The natural usorld contains answers to questions man has not aet learned. to
ask. The North caroli.na Botanical Garden at chapel Hill proaides a regionnl
hqbitn of great aalue to science, nshose facilities are open to all quati,fed, to

use thern.

THE NORTH CAROTINA BOTANICAT GARDEN
By

C. Ritchie Bell
Director, North Carolina
Botanical Garden

Photographs by F. E. Osborne

The North Carolina Botanical Garden
was started officially in 1952 with 72 acres
and today includes 329 acres of hardwood
forest, mature stands of pine, fern covered
slopes and open cultivated ffelds. The
Garden is at the junction of the Coastal
Plain and Piedmont near the oenter of the
state at the western corner of the Research

Triangle. Some of the lands, quite valu-

able as homesites but priceless is regards
their botanical diversity, have been given
to the state for Botanical Garden use by
interested and generous citizens. Other
areas of the Garden have been set aside
for such special use from University lands

by action of the Board of Trustees.
From its early conception to its actual
organization and in current planning for
the future, conservation has been the primary theme behind the development of
the Garden. Over 30 years ago the late
Dr. W. C. Coker, who developed the Cok-

er Arboretum at Chapel Hill, saw

the
great need for the conservation of suitable
natural areas for both research and teaching, and he began to assemble a research
collection of native shrubs and trees. manv

of potential horticultural value for orrt
of the "Mason Farm"

area, on a portion

property held by the University of North
Carolina. At the same time Mr. William
Lanier Hunt, a native of Greensboro then
attending the University at Chapel Hill,
was so impressed with the natural beauty
and the botanical potential of the area just
south of Chapel Hill that he determined to
buy the more spectacular portions of this
land in order to conserve it, as a gift to the
people of North Carolina, for Botanical
Garden use.

Campsis radicans

Trempet creeper or Cow-itch
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Modest experimental facilities were
in the Garden in lg60 and now-

started

mu-ch expanded rvith research grant funds
and private gifts, include two gieenhouses,
a lafh house] numerous plant"beds, tanks

for research on aquatic -plants and an 8-

our growing cities, highways and factories,

it is an extremely dangerous and shortsighted economy io allow a plant snecies

to-become cxtinct before its ^scientifi'c, economic and cultural value is known.

To insure the most efficient use and

acre research lake. With student help
under the Federal work-study program

tential of the North Carolina

during the summer of tg65 and"on^rttri"t"d
opened in

Garden, the Garden facilities are open to
all who are qualified to use them.^ Cur-

the first public trails were

the_

spring of 1966. Additionai nature

trails were opened in 1967 which have
p{ovided a viluable teaching facility in
addition to their recreational iole.
The varied habitats found in the North

Carolina Botanical Garden can mean more
effective conservation. 'Often, to conserve

1 plant or animal species it is necessary
first to conserve its -habitat. Because of
the unique combination of location and
topography, habitats suitable to many of

the neaily-3,000 flowering plants of Nbrth
Carolina can be found, or realisticallv reconstructed, within this 329-acre iract.
Of coutse, eDerA environment cannot be
duplicated in any one area of the state,
thus it is proposed that the Garden acqu.ire, primarily by gifts, small, ecologically significant tracts at various localitiis
throughout North Carolina. These "Regional Habitat Tracts" would be held and
maintained to conserve their special biological features for future ref6rence, research and study, and rvould helo assure
that_many of the rarer plants of 3r-,r area
would not fac_e rapid an-d complete eradication through the increasing ilestruction
of specialized habitats for otier needs of
our expanding population. Despite the
pressing nature of our needs for space for

Rudbeckia serotina
Black-eyed susans
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effective develop-ment of the scientiffc poBotani-cal

rently over twenty research projects in

various aspects of Botany Zoblogy, and
Environmental Science are making use of
the expanding research facilities." Th,rs,
the Botanical-Carden functions as an outdoor laboratory where many experiments
involving plants and our enviroiment receive the critical test-reaction under natural conditions. To appreciate the importance of such a test i[ is well to note^that
the ultimate significance of most discoveries in biology lies not in the reaction of
an extract in a test tube or the behavior
of an animal in the laboratorv but in a
functioning organism in its riatural environment. The more different kinds of
habitats, or environments, available to the

research scientist the more varied and useexperiments and observations.
The primary role of a Botanical Garden is t[us the same today as it was ffve

ful can be his

centuries _ago:

to furnish specific living

plants, plant materials utia botanicai
knowledge to all those who have a need
for them. In the Middle Ages the ffrst

Botanical Gardens, then known as Herb
Gardens or Physic Gardens were collections o-f medicinal plants used by the phy-

sician-botanists as ilie source of mateiiais

Rho do

dendron calendulac eum

Flame azalea

Fihley Gotf
Cour6e

Cttngus

of

u. A/.c

Trocts of the
N

ORTH CA ROLINA

BOTANICAL GARDEN
Moson Woodlonds ond

Form

160 Acres

Williorn Lonier Hunt Arboretum 125 Acres

Coker Pinetum

6roy Bluff

36 Acres
8 Acres

Gorden

329

Tro ils

for the drugs, tinctures and Potionl pt"-

scribed for t-heir patients. In fhe 17th and
l8th centuries, during the great age of

world exploration utti ditcoi"ry,, th6 Botanical Gardens of Europe served as centers for the scientific study of the many
new plants brought back from distant
shores by each returning expedition. In
this role'Botanical Gardens s^erved in part
as Experiment Stations in the development of many new crops for domestic and
^Rubber

plants and
colonial production.
plants ofcoffee, tea, cocoa, vanilla, Irish
potato and breadfruit were a few of the
plants, studied in Botanical Gardens, that
Iiterally helped change the course of history.

The scientific aspect of Botanical Gardens has meant, historically, that they are
usually associated with a universitv or other center of higher education, and it is the
scientific work that separates, by defini-

tion, a Botanical Garden from a purely
horticultural garden designed primarily
for beauty. However, beauty and scientific work need not be mutually exclusive
and the past century has seen a strong
and highly successfui development of the
many 6r,ltural aspects of Botanical Gardens. Their land areas provide a community with "open space" b, "gr""r, areas"

and their resources can often be used to
advantage in public programs in both education and recreation. Some Gardens,
with strong civic backing, are now local
centers for numerous other cultural activities such as plays, art exhibits and lectures.

Today, unchanged by the technological advances that make possible bigger

harvests with fewer man-hours, man's
basic dependence on plants for all of the
food we eat and the oxygen we breathe
remains as important as ever. Despite the
technical advanoes in medicine and chemistry the hundreds of thousands of different chemical compounds synthesized by
plants are still one of our most realistic
and potent reservoirs of new drugs. Most
of these compounds have yet to be tested,
much less idbntified and iynthesized. Of
the estimated 410,000 species of plants in
the entire plant kingdom only 10 species
account for 70% of man s total carbohydrate food energy. Probably less than 500
additional species of plants currently serve
most of our'other boianical needs for fuel,
shelter, clothing, drugs, drink and spices.
As the world's population increases and as

man's needs for plant products become
more acute. manv of lhese needs will
doubtless be met ty ro-. of the remain-

num

Aenothera biennis

C hr g s o go

Evening primrose

Green and gold

o

ir ginianun'r

ing

409,000 plant species. The work of
the world's Botanical Gardens in continuing to help collect, grow and study plants
for man's use will play a large part in this
universal program for survival. To this

function we can add the important but
often intangible cultural values to be derived from a "living museum" that will
conserye and display for all a segment of
the natural beauty to be found in our
varied environments and their associated
plant species.
The valuable land for the Garden has
cost the state nothing and the initial work
on the public areas h"as been done primarily with modest private and federal funds.
Any further signiffcant development of the
public programs of the Garden must await
the necessary state support that has been
requested. However, to help assist the
Garden development and service programs a private, non-profit, Botanical Garden Foundation was incorporated, in 1966,
which can hold lands and receive funds
and endowments for the use of the Garden. It is also through the Foundation
that additional unique habitat tracts
throughout our area may be preserved
and made a part of the Garden's total program of conservation, education, and recreation.

Rosa maltifl.ora

Multiflora rose
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1967 NORTH CAROLINA TEGISTATIVE

RECORD

By

Milton S. Heath, Jr.
Associate Director
Institute of Government
University of North Carolina

The 1967 General Assembly will

be

long remembered by conservationists for
its extraordinary output of water resources
legislation and for the initiation of a new
air pollution control program. A potent
combination of conservationists and public
health advocates contributed siqnificantlv

to the successful drive for nerv ivater and
air laws this year, and made its weight

felt in shaping the content of these

laws.

Outside of water and air resources, the
1967 conservation law record was rather

routine. However, some important

be-

study groups several investigations that
promise to keep conservation programs in

the legislative limelight in 1969. These
include a continuing study of water law
needs (delegated to the Legislative Research Commission ) and separate study
commissions on public parks and forests,
and on the organization of the State's
conservation and development programs.
The latter study, in particular, has longrange implications of considerable moment
for conservation activities in North Carolina.

ginnings were made toward securing ef-

stripmining in North Carolina. Also, there were
some noter,vorthy revenue developments
affecting fish and wildlife programs, including ( for the first time ) a legislative
alkrcirtion of gasoline trrx revenues to the
Wildlife Resources Fund.
In the rvaning rveeks of this legislative
session, the General Assembly assfuned to

3Ei

Two landmark water laws were

Ai,r and Water Board, Reorgani,zation

This act brought about the merger

of the old Board of Water

Resources

and the Stream Sanitation Committee
into a unified Board of Water and Air
Resources, adding air pollution control

to the jurisdiction of the new board and
to the staff functions of the new Depart-

Water and Air Resources

fective legislative control over

marshlands, flood-plains, and local water
and sewer utilities.
Very briefly summarized, the principal
new water laws put on the statute books
this year were:

en-

acted by the 1967 General Assembly, one
concerning the regulation of water use in
"caparcity use areas" and the other con-

ment. (The air pollution control authority is the first legislation on this
subject in North Carolina, and is patterned after the State Stream Sanitation
Law.) The act also introduced some im-

cerning organization of state water and
air programs. This year also saw the enactment of a large volume of related legis-

portant procedural reforrns, including

Iation corrcerning dams, rvells, rvatersheds,

doubling of ma^ximum and mlnimum

NoFlrH cAFrclLrNA AFrcHrrEcr

addition of streamlined procedures for

air

a-nd water pollution emergencies;

for pollution violations; and granting to the department the power to se-ek
iny-"unctions tb restrain poll,-,tiott violaffnes

tions.

Capacity-Use-Areas: This act gives
the new department limited authority to
regulate the use of water in areas where
it finds that water shortages or conflicts
exist or are impending. The kinds of
controls that may be imposed include
protections against salt water encroachment and against unreasonable interferences with other water users; well

spacing and well pumping limits; and
provisions on timing of water rvith-

drawals. In capacity-use-areas, permits
containing these controls may be required of all users of over 100,000 gpd.
This is the first regulatory authority
over rvater use to be adopted in North
Carolina, other than an unworkable irrigation permit larv that rvas passed in
1953 and repealed

in

1961.

Well Construction Standards: Under
this act the depirrtment can adopt rules
concerning well location, construction,

repair and abandonment, and can require permits for wells of 100,000 gpd
design capacity or larger. The act also
lays down some specific requirements

on well construction and maintenance,
and prohibits injection of rvastes into
the ground through wells without approval of the Water arnd Air Board after
consultation with the State Board of
Health.

Dam Safety: This act authorizes

a

program of inspection and certifictrtion
of dtrms for public strfety and stream
flow-maintenilnce, with exemptions for
smtrll dams.

Watershed Amendments:

Some

rnajor changes rvere made this year in
the enabling legislation for "small water-

shed" progrirms ( r.vater cclnservation
and flood protection projects assisted
primarily by the Soil Conservation Serv-

ice under Public Larv 566). Among
other things, these changes brotrdened

the authority of cities and counties to
finance such projects; enacted general
condemnirtion powers for rvatershed
programs; and authorized local sPon.sors
to include recreational features in tl'reir
projects and to promote fish and rvildlife
habitat preservation,
Nlarshland Dredging: An effort was
made this year to clbtain strong controls
over dredging and earth moving projects in state-orvned marshlands, beaches
and tidelands. The compromise bill that
rvas enacted, hou,ever, was limited to
a registration mdasure for earth moving
equipment in these areas.

Miscellaneous: Other significant
new water laws adopted this year include statutes authorizing a program of
food plains management; authorizing

conditional assurances by the Water and
cooperation
in water supply aspects of federal reservoir projects (an essential prerequisite
for building water supply storage into
federal flood control projects); authorizing a water use reporting system for the
Department; and strengthening the
statute that requires well drillers to
furnish samples of well cuttings to the
Department.

Air Board for non-federal

Water Laws

The immediate stimulus for this outpouring of water legislation was a Department of Water Resources study of the
need for water-use legislation, directed by
the 1965 General Assembly. Though
sparked by the growing ground-water
problems of the phosphate mining areas
in and around Beaufort County, this study
covered the entire range of water resource
programs and laws.
The more fundamental origins of the
1967 water laws can be traced to a decade

of patient planning and study by

state

rvater agencies.

Twelve years ago a mildly revolutionary proposal, born of the extended
drought of the early 1950's, was offered to
the 1955 General Assembly: To replace
the traditional riparian rights doctrine that
htrs perennially guided the use of Carolina surface waters with the rule of prior
appropriation, modeled on the principles
that govern water use in the arid western
states. Strong backing from agricultural
nnd municipal interests met with stronger
resistance from industrial rvater users, and
the proposal was rejected in favor of a
cumpromise solution, involving the creation of a water-policy study group (the
State Board of lVater Commissioners) with
limited authority to cclntrol water use in
local water-supply emergencies. During
the late 1950's the water commissioners led

by General James Torvnsend, an

early

backer of water-law reform, studied and
rurninated. In 1959 the old Board was
transforrned into a new one, the State
Board of Water Resources, originallv con-

ceived as a single coordinating board
for all state u'ater programs to be staffed
bv a single Water Resources Department.
A nominerlly single Department wtrs

created by the 1959 Assembly; but instead of fashioning a unitary water board,
the 1959 legislation created one Department rvith two policy heads: the State
Board of Water Resources, to carry forrvard the water-use policy and developrnent functions of the old rvater board,
and the Strearn Sanitation Committee,

to continue as master of the

State's

rvtrter pollution control program. General
Torvnsend moved over from the old board

to head the new Board of Water Resources, wliile former Senator J. Vivian
Whitfield. the father of the Stream Sanitation Larv, stayed on as head of the Stream

Sanitation Committee. Through the
early 1960's the fledgling Department

slowly gathered its forces, strengthening
and expanding the stream sanitation program, building a ground-water staff, and
initiating a planning program.

From this long and slow evolution
finally emerged in 1967 the first substantial

policy output of a decade of study and
appraisal

-

legislation unifying the direc-

tion of the Water Resources Department
under a single board and separate acts
granting additional powers to the Department, including the authority to regulate
water use in "capacity water use areas."
The combination of the water and air
board reorganization and the capacityuse-areas law gives North Carolina the
statutory basis for a unified program of
coordination and control of both water
quality and quantity that is matched by
few if any eastern states. Soon after enactment of these lalvs, the retirement of
General Townsend from the former Board
of Water Resources and the appointment
of Senator Whitfield as Chairman of the
new Botrrd of Water and Air Resources
were announced. The nerv laws serve as
both a fittlng tribute to General Townsend
upon his retirement and a solid starting
point for Senator Whitfield in his new
assignment.

Worthy of speciai mention was the
unusually vigorous role played in the
formulation of these bills by legislative
committees, notably in the Senate handling

of the capacity-use-areas and rvellconstruction-standards bills and the
House handling of the reorganization bill.
Major contributions were made to the
form, content, arnd public understanding
of these bills by the legislative subcommittees and committees, going far beyond

the usual experience in these regards.

Individual legislators who were prominent
in the drive for these new laws, especially
in the crucial committee and subcommittee work, included Rep. Norwood Bryan
of Cumberland County, Rep. (nor,v Judge)
James Exum of Guilford, and Sen. John
Burney of New Hanover.

Mining
During last April, May and June public
controversy simmered over the Texas Gulf
Sulphur Company's prospecting for minerals in and around Orange County. Since
strip-mining appeared to be the only
economically feasible process for mining
in this area, opponents of the TGS plans
focused on the need for stronger regula-

tion of strip-mining processes. North
Carolina had no strip-mining controls on

the statute books, and indeed still

has

none.

Very late in the legislative session -

necessarily late because of the timing of
the controversy - Rep. Bryan introduced
a strong strip-mining control and reclama-

tion bill, modeled on the laws of states
such as Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana and

West Virginia, which have already tangled

with this problem. Little was

expected

of this late-blooming proposal, and it came
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as no surprise that the

bill died in

House

committee. It was given a genuine hearing, however, which brought to light some

of the special problems of various

seg-

ments of the N. C. mining industry, problems that necessarily must be met and

evaluated before any new legislation is

likely to be enacted. The 1969

General

Assembly will probably see a renewal of
this effort to secure effective and workable
strip-mining controls. If adequate legislation is enacted then, North Carolina rvill
secure a head start on a problem that in
other mining states has usually prompted
legislation too little and too late.

Although the Bryan bill failed to pass
this Legislature, two tangible actions were
spurred by the Orange County controversy.

One was the adoption of rather stringent provisions concerning strip-mining in

the Orange County Zoning ordinance.
Though not yet applicable throughout

that County, nor emulated yet elsewhere
in the state, the success of this effort in
Orange is a hopeful sign for conservationists. The other tangible step was
legislative adoption of the interstate mining cornpact, which encourages signatory
states toward educationatl and coopelative efforts in response to surface mining
developments. While the compact offers
no direct remedies,

it

does reflect legisla-

tive awareness of the problems of itripmining and may provide a framework for
future action.
State Lands

Two new laws concerning the beds
of ocean and navigable wateri were put
on the statute books this year. One asserts
state title to bottoms of naviqable waters
within one league of the s"arhor", and to

shipwrecks and artifacts over ten years

old in navigable waters. It also requires
that permits be obtained for exploration
of shipwrecks from .the Department of
Archives and History. Another new law
revised the stature providing for leases

of state-owned bottoms for oyster

and

clam cultivation.
H i ghw ag B e autif icat io n

Years of efforts by garden club leaders,
planners and other beautification advocates finally flowered this year in the enactment of important new highway beautification legislation. Two new laws will
regulate billboards and junkyards along
interstate and primary highways. (Under
these laws it will be.unlawful to maintain
outdoor advertising within 660 feet of the

right-of-way, or junkyards within

1,000

feet of the right-of-way, which are visible

from the main travelled way. Certain
exceptions are spelled out, as well as procedures permitting state acquisition of

nonconforming existing properties. ) A
third 1967 law authorizes acquisition of
scenic easements by the State Highway
Commission along state highways. A
fourth act allows sale of personalized auto

3El

license plates at a premium price, with
one-half the net proceeds to tre used for
highway beautiffcation work.
Fish, Game and Boating
1967 was not a "banner year" for fish,
game and boat legislation
- by contrast,

for example, with 1965 which saw an
omnibus revision of the commercial
fisheries law that was one of the major

enactments of that session. However, this
legislature did bring the usual volume
of-minor changes
so-" developments
"nd interest, which are
of more than routine
noted here.

Legal protection was extended this
year to several classes of animals, birds,
and reptiles - including porpoises; bears,

out of

season; sea turtles

_species;

and great horned owls, Cooper's

and

related

harvks and sharp-shinned harvks. Some
limited safeguards were provided for wild
game or birds held in captivity.

There was some interesting revenue
developments. Nlost significantly, for the
first time a legislative allocation rvas made
this year to the Wildlife Resources Fund
from the motor fuels (gasoline ) tax. The
amount was small, one-eighth of one per

cent of net proceeds, and the allocation
was specifictrlly limited to the 190T-69

biennium. In the long run, however, the

recognition in principle of the contribution
of motor boat owners to gasoline tax revenues may prove more important than the
limited nature of the lg67 legislation.
In other fiscal developmJrts, the nonresident hunting license fee rvas raised by
$2.00 for the benefit of migratory water
forvl programs; a self-assessrient plan rvas
authorized for possible use by the coastal
fisheries industry, at a level not exceeding
one per cent of average commodity values;
and the sales tax on boats was reduced
from 3 per cent to Llz per cent, thus placing boats on a par with automobiles and
other vehicles under the sales tax.
There were some notable failures this
year among proposals for fish, game and
boat legislation, especially in the area of
water safety. Among the defeated items
was a bill to create a permanent Water
Safety Committee and to provide in detail

for local water safety regulation

co-

ordinated by the committee. Other bills
failing to pass included a motor boat
operator's license measure, and bills concerning the diver's flag and water ski towitrg.

A proposed revision of the "trash fish"
law likewise failed to pass, as did a troutwater impoundments bill. The former
would have tightened restrictions on taking of undersized food fish by commercial
fishermen. The latter would have established design criteria for inland impoundments on streams supporting a natural
trout population.
Studg Commission

This General Assembly called for

a

total of 25 interim studies to be made by
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study commissions or state agencies, and
reported to the 1969 Assemblv. At least
five of these projects are of special interest
to conservationists.
_ One study resolution has already produced some results - a C and D Depart-

mental study of the suitability of pilot
Mountain for inclusion in the State parks
system. The C and D Board has voted
to direct that preliminary steps be taken
looking toward the evental inclusion of
Pilot Nlountain in the parks system.

Another related study will involve an inventory and evaluation of public park and
public forest facilities in North Carolina.
to be made by a l5-member State parks
and State Forests Study Commission.
In the wake of this year's food of new
water laws, the Legislative Research Commission was directed to evaluate the rrew
laws, the need for amendments. the need
for re-codification of water resources legislation, and the need for a special *uit",
or hearing officer procedure in the new

Department of Water and Air Resources.
Does North Carolina need a public
zoo? This question was left to be explored
by the Zoological Garden Study Commission, a nine-member study commission

which will report back to the Ig67 Assembly.

The most far-reaching of these study
to a nine-member
Conservation and Development Study
Commission. Its task will be to consider
assignments was given

whether the old-line Department of Conservation and Development should be split
into two departments, one concerned with
natural resources and the other with com-

merce and industrial development. A

counter-proposal has since been made by
Governor Moore, for a three-way split, the
third agency to be concerned with tourism
promotion. Other variations that this study
commission is authorized to consider under its mandate include linking som,e or
all of the State's water, fish and game,

recreational, and environmental agencies

together with the present conservation
components. Lt. Governor Scott, who
initiated the study commission idea, has
not yet voiced any specific recommendations.

There is a tendency to disparage the
study device as a way to bury governmental problems. In North Carolina, however, the actual record of the interim legis-

lative study commission in originating
significant legislation is surprisingly strong,

compensating partly for deficiencies

in professional staffing of the

Assembly

and its standing committees. Indeed, the
astute innovator in government recognizes
in the study commission what is often the
shortest distance to governmental reform
in North Carolina. Judging by past performance, therefore, there is a fair prospect

that the interim 1967-69 studies on conservation will leave some perceptible
marks on the conservation landscape.

BEAUTY

IN NORTH CAROTINA . A

PUBTIC

& PRIVATE CONCERN

By

Margaret Click Williams
Head of Art Department
Saint Mary's Junior College

"North Carolina is where the government and private citizens strive to preserve
what has always been; thus, assuring that
the face of the region rvill remain unmarred." If this statement, from an attractive booklet, North Carolina, The
Goodliest Land Under the Cope of Hearsen, published by the Department of Conservation and Development, is to remain
true, it will take the combined efforts of
the state and its private citizens to make
it so. The description of North Carolina
as the "goodliest land under the cope of
heaven", the booklet tells us, was made

by sixteenth century visitors to these
shores. Now, in the twentieth century,
many of our "goodliest" areas of natural
beauty, our natural water resources and
our well-balanced ecologi.,cal climates are

in great danger.
In the pait, the success and progress of
our nation has been based, to a great
degree, on the way natural resources have
been used. In many instances, man derived

in such a way that
natural balances were little disturbed.
benefits from nature

Man learned from nature and gave back
to nature. Early settlers often made roads
by driving an animal in front of them and

following the path the animal made along
the cont-ours of the land, selecting, by
instinct, the path of least resistance. This
path turned into a road which joined the
landscape, but did not intrude upon it,
one which would not wash or erode because of its natural design. However,
often our natural resources were used up
instead of being used.
In the ffght to save the Grand CanYon
from destruction, it was brought out that
this country, 'America the Beautiful', in
the relatively few short years of its existence has used up 9O% of its wild country.
Fortunately, there are some dedicated
citizens and officials, like those ffghting for
the Grand Canyon, who will strive to save

the little bit that is left - a paltry l0%.
Man must, in the 20th century, achieve
the forebearance and maturity to leave
some of the earth alone.

North Carolina still has some internatural, unspoiled countryside
esting,
left, -but it is going fast. The Great
Smokies Nationa,I Park, The Blue Ridge
Parkway, The National Seashores and
Forests, the State Parks, represent fairly
large holdings in the hands of government.
However, within these holdings, the num-

ber of wild, natural, scenic areas which
are left undeveloped can be counted on
one hand.

There are in this state a number of
citizens, who, oft'en with personal sacrifice, have acquired and held tracts of
land because they wanted to save it from
the deteriorating elements in our environThese few fragments of land are
cherished and nurtured as essential to the
inner being, and the physical and mental

ment.

health of the owners. There is a satisfaction in owning and holding property
which has intrinsic natural va,lues. The
preservation of aesthetic values and natural beauty should be a strong part of
our national life.
It is now possible for people not to
have to choose between living in the city

or enjoying the country. They can have
both on a modest scale. The more people
who desert the farms for the city, the
more land and buildings they leave behind for the city dwellers who long for
the vistas, the solitude and the clean, nat-

ural environrnent still found in

the
countryside. Man first built cities to gather
people together for safety' Now the
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BLOWING ROCK

BILTMORE FARMS

Photographs courtesy Travel
Information Division
Department of Conservation
& Development
North Carolina
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countryside is safer than the cities, and
has less of the smog, smells, noises, and
soiled environment of the city. The city
uses men up - the country renews them The country is a necessary environment
for certain kinds of creative thinking. It
fortifies man for the time he must spend in
the city.
This is a positive-type of recreation -

enjoying and studying the rvild flowers,

forests, animal life and scenic qualities of
the land.
The healthy, biologically balanced environment encouraged by this enlightened
ownership is a great service to conserva-

tion in the state. Soil and wind

erosion

are checked, soil fertility is maintained.
The aesthetic aspects of the countryside
are preserved for those who feel the need
to get into the landscape on tuzo legs, instead of four wheels, and become intimately a part of it rather than merelv experiencing it by opening the car door in
front of a picnic table and trash can or a
concrete slab laid down for a tent or
trailer. There are those who wish to
travel on old roads which meander pleasantly through the landscape instead of

new ones which often rip the guts out

of the landscapes they traverse.
As our population increases, the cutting, draining, filling, slashing and bulldozing of our environment continues, often
Lrnnecessarily. Developers today have the
means to change and destroy nafure drastically trnd quickly. The protection and

preservation of our natural resources by

both public and private means becomes
important. Some of our most beautiful,
most wholesome, and beneficial areas are
privately held by citizens who have saved
them from destruction, and who are dedicated to continuing this tradition of conservation. The puisuit of happiness and
the right to own property are among the
basic tenets of freedom. There are indi-

viduals rvho love the land and take care
of it.
In Great Britain and other European
countries the high density of population
and the shortage of land requires that
parks be planned in such a way that recreation, production, private ownership, and
public ownership all occur in the park
areas without causing hindrance to each
other, or intruding upon each other. These
various properties intermesh

-

each gain-

ing from the protection and encouragement afforded by the others. This plan
allows people to live in the area all year
round. Each property succeeds in retaining its scenic character, and provides delight for those who come into the park.

Careful planning has brought this

about. By this

means maximum use is

gotten from the land, and, at the same
time the natural resources and beauty,

which are limited and irreplacable, are
carefully preserved.
Senate bill 666 passed by the North
Carolina legislature in the 1967 session
authorized the establishment of a Studv

Commission to inventory and appraise the
forest and park facilities of the state, both
public and private in relation to our present needs arrd th" projected needs of the

citizens. This bill states that "there exists
a need for improved coordination between
Federal, State, local and private efforts

to provide for the future

recreational
needs of the state." The passage of this
bill is a giant step forward, now, rve need

to continue to nove forward from

this

beginning before it is too late.
In this country there is a tendency for
governmental agencies to vierv all private
owners as a threat. It is also true that,
in some places, groups of people are so
anti-government, that they had rather
rn-ove out than cooperate rvith any type of
governmental control. The stereotype of
a private owner is often that of a private

developer rvho is out for material gain,
rvho threatens to destrov scenic. scientificand historic sources - one who'eves areas

under consideration for potentiai recrea-

tional use as potential financial bonanzas.
Persons of this caliber do exist and they
need a redirection of purpose or tight control.
On the other hand, sometimes conservation-minded owners may in turn view
governmental or.vnership with skepticism
because the political climate can change,

and governmental development

can

destroy aesthetic qualities and permit a
type of recreation to come about which
does nothing to preserve our natural possessions. Responsibility can be reduced
to the lowest common denominator of
mass standardization. Nature cannot be
standardized!

mations to make water-falls - deliehtful
to sit near on a hclt summer day. - It is
there in wells and springs of unpolluted
water. It is not forced into one single
place, but it is distributed by nature to
become a vital force in creating a balanced ecology and a clean environment.
This system of checks and balances will
be disturbed by the impounding of the
water and the periodic nse of good North
Carolina water, not for our benefit, but
to profit our neighbors to the south and

to the north. These proposed lakes
will be used as flush tanks for flushing
out the pollution allowed to accumulate
elsewhere, outside our boundries. The

rivers rvill become silt-traps, the wells and
will dry up, the streams will be
reduced to trickles as the rvater table falls.
Thc initial impoundment of the water rvill
dror.vn geological treasures, botanical
treasures, and treasures of human history.
Periodically the lakes will become mud

springs

holes, as the water levels fall, unfit for
recreational purposes or for any other

purposes including human habitation.
Marine life will perish.

The placement of large artificial bodies
of water must be carefully studied. Lakes
arlready here and those proposed should
come under a long range appraisal. Often
the hoped for benefits of proposed projects

do not exist and long-range effects

are

disastrous and irreversible. The initiative
in the use of natural resolrrces todav lies
not so much in the promotion of expensive
projects but in avoiding costly mistakes.
We must srlve the resollrces of the state
for the benefit of the citizens - not sacrifice our gifts of beauty and our wonderland of natural variety to outsiders who

Outdoor recreation is more often a
private, personal venture which should be
encouraged. In North Carolina we have
great possessions that will cost us little to
keep but much to lose.
In striving for a positive program, pubIic and private ownership can be compatible. Consultation services and other
means exist for working out the preservation of areas with recreational potential.
Many of our recreational lands do not get
maximum use because they are open only
during certain seasons of the year.
In-depth studies must be made of the
problems facing us. For example, the
establishment of two more artificial lakes
in North Carolina is extolled by saying
that these areas in question now have
everything desirable for recreation except
water (meaning, of course, the water to
be impounded ). This is not true. There
is a great danger that the areas in question may not have any water in the end

involving geological formations,

because

complexes, marshlands, chernical damage,

of the proposed lakes. Now, in
their natural states, these areas have scenery and water resources rvhich are of
great recreational value for those with the
imagination to enjoy the fun. The water
fows through in swift, clear rivers-a challenge to the canoer or swimmer. It spar-

kles in the streams for ffshermen

and

swimmers, drops over rocks and stone for-

have become too concerned with profft
making to have the vision and foresight
to anticipate the problems spawned by
their unwise destruction of natural resources.

Some way must be found to keep large
needlessly

industrial monopolies from

scarring our lands and marring our beauty
often
out of state. Occasionally a token gesture
of reparation is made but the damage continues. Industry should put back into the
landscape as much as it takes out.
Our major problems can be solved if
everyone works together for an improved
environment. Industry, government, private citizens, interested in a better life for

to provide profits for their clients,

all, should strive for a good natural resources management program
- the value
of which is beyond the measure of money.

Other examples of problems facing
could be sited

us,

forest

if we are to preserve what

has always been.
Man can better his social relationships,

his soul, his mind, his humanitarian outlook if he is able to escape, occasionally
to some of the still existing places of solitude any of which may be described as a
"goodly spot under the cope of heaven."
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CONTRIBUTORS To THE coNsERVATloN sEcTroN

DAVID A. ADAMS, Ph.D. Dir., Fisheries Commission, N. C. Chmn., South Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Comm.; Member, N. C. Academy of Science, Ecological Soc. of Am., Am. Inst. of Biological Sciences, Am. Fisheries Soc. & Com.
on Marine Sciences, Engineering & Resources (Presidential appointment); has held
important positions with N. C. Wildlife Resources Comm., N. C. Div. of State
Parks & N. C. State Museum. Major research activities in coastal ecology-primarily N. C. salt marshes.

KEITH A. ARGOW. Instr. in Forestry & Rec. Resources. Admin., School of
Forest Resources, NCSU (on leave from U. S. Forest Service). Chmn., App"lachian Natural Areas Program of Soc. of Am. Foresters. Member, Land Acquisi-

tion Comm., Appalachian Trail Conf.; N. C. rep. of the Nature Conservancy.
Recipient of 1967 Meritorious Service Award of National Ski Patrol for services
in connection with ski safety programs in Southern states. Formerly, Project
Leader of Cradle of Forestry in Am. National Restoration, U. S. Forest Service.
Author of many articles on forestry, recreation and natural resources.

C. RITCHIE BELL, Ph.D. Prof., Dept. of Botany, U. N. C., Dir., N. C. Botanical
Garden. Chmn., Facilities Panel of the Comm. on Undergraduate Ed. in the
Biological Sciences. Former instr., U. of Ill.; former Sec. & council member,
American Soc. of Plant Taxonomists. Member, Int. Soc. of Plant Taxonomists,
Botanical Soc. of Am., Am. Inst. of Botanical Science, Soc. for Study of Evolution, Am. Assoc. for the Advancement of Science. Author of over 40 papers &
4 books. Research interests: plant evolution cytotaxonomy of Sarraceniaceae
and Ammiacere (unbelliferac); fora of North America.

ARTHUR W. COOPER, Ph.D. Plant ecologist, Botany Dept., NCSU, since 1958.
Chmn. Conservation and Legislative Comml, N. C. A6ademy of Science. Member of Interstate Mining Compact Advisory Comm. His major duties at the
University include supervision of graduate students in plant ecology and ch_airmanship of the University Marine Science Comm. Named outstanding teacher,
1966. Major research inierests are in studies of primary production and in the
natural vegetation of N. C.-particularly in communities of the coast.

MILTON SYDNEY HEATH, JR., L.L.B. Prof. of Public Law & Gov't., Assoc.
Dir. Inst. of Gov't., U.N.C., Former Confidential Law Asst. to Gov. of N.Y.,
Attorney Tenn. Valley Authority, Tech. Asst. to Chairman, Fed. Power Comm.,
Member Bd. Dir. Water Research Inst., U.N.C., Author of numerous articles
dbaling with all aspects of Water Resource & Development. His areas of interest
& research include water & natural resource law & programs. He has worked
chiefly in the fields of legislation & natural resources law.

SHEAFE SATTERTHWAITE. Research associate, Center for Environmental
Studies, Williams College. Consultant to Wildlife, Inc., a New Jersey-based land
preservation organization. Occasional consultant on open space planning, landlcapg and desig_n^prollgas, and industrial archaeologyi Auihor oi Openlspaces
for-the National iapitat !"gion and co-author with Xrthur W. Cooper of Smith
Island and the Cape Fear Peninsula.

H. STEWART. Exec. Dir. Research Triangle Regional Planning
park, Lectur6r, De[t. of city and
comm., v. P.-Plu"gilg
_Research Triangle
Regional Planning, U:N.C., Director, G&'s. Hurricane Rehabihtation Pr6i. (on
leave). Mem-ber Am. Soc. of Planning Officials, N. C. Recreation Comm., Former
Pres.,S. E, Ch^ap., Am. Inst. of Planners. Has held many important positions in
the planning fie1d and has written numerous papers und t""finical relports.
PEARSON

JAMES C. WALLACB, L.L.B. Associate Prof. of Social Science, N.C.S.U.,
Former Inst. in Hist., Duke U. His major field is the History of Science with
particular emphas_is on History of Physics from Newton to Einstein. His acabackground i1c]udes physics, mathematics
*"Tfo
_and history. His writings reflect a wide variety of interests, ranging from a study
on National Teacher Eiamination test scores, to reoent articles on the declining quality of our environment.

MARGARET CLICK WILLIAMS. Head, Art Departrnent, Saint Mary's Junior
College, artist and art historian with background oi study at University of Cahfornia at Berkeley 1nd Netherlands Institlte of Art History, The Hague, and
travel in Europe and America.
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ENotttEERs, lNc.

Engineering Consultants for complete design of :
Complex Structural Frames and Heavy Foundations
Heating, Ventilation, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Lighting and Power Wiring,and Inspections.

TRAOEMAiXR

Tel: 919-272-5181

Lightweight Insulating Products

P.O. Box 9586. Greensboro. N. C. 27408

Save Labor and Structural Steel

PLASTER AGGREGATE:

for

ftreproofing, heat and

sound reduction.
FINISH PLASTER AGGREGATE: for slick trowel finish

at low

cost.

STABILIZED CONCRETE AGGREGATE: for insulat-

McDevitt

ing, light-weight roof decks and foors.
ACOUSTICAL PLASTIC: for the lowest cost fireproof

Company

acoustical ceilings, old or new construction, .65 sound
reduction at half inch thickness.

HOME INSULATION: for attics and walls;
efficient.

WATER-REPELI,ENT MASONRY

FILL

harmless,

GENERAL CONTRACTORS

INSULA-

TION: for insulating masonry walls and sound

& Street

L45 Remount Road

con-

ditioning.

Charlotte. North Carolina

a mill-mixed cementitious ffreproofing
material designed for direct application to steel foors
and beams, or to concrete surfaces.

MONO-KOTE:

ZONOLITE COMPANY
W. R. GRACE & CO.
Plants Serving This Area

P. O. Box

P. O. Box 1308
High Point, N. C.
Ph: 88 8-9978

347

Over 35 Years Continuous Experience in
General Construction in the Southeast.

Beltsville, Md.
Ph: GR 4-8200

Salisbury Lumber & Supply
Company

ACOUSIICS
INCORPORATED
Acoustical

& Roof Deck

t

Movable Partitions

-

Fireproofing

t

r.tltr

-r--\.a.

Controcfors

BUILDING
MATERIALS

f,ll,lll
rrr,rrr

MILLWORK

..-

e\-

- tguur!

S. Main St. at City Limits Phone ME 6-5821
Salisbury, N. C.

Other Building Specialties

o
3224 Pelton Street

Charlotte 3, N. C.
Phone 52343L6

.
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7 months: 700,000 square

Prestressed concrete did

feet.

it.

Architccr-E,ngirreer: Fenton G. Keyes Associates, Providence, R. L; General Co_ntraclor: E. Turgeon Qon<t.r.]'priovitlcncc. R. I.; pTSptC': Fabricator: Ncw England Concrete Pipe Corp., Newton, Mass.

tiir'.ii"i,

In just

seven months, 4,500 prestressed concrete columns,
girders and beams (they would stretch 32 miles if laid end
to end) were produced and assembled to fully enclose the
Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing Company plant in North
Kingstown, Rhode Island.
With 660,000 square feet of plant space, plus attached
two-story office building, this is the world's largest single
story prestressed concrete structure built for industrial use.
A master plan for company growth indicated a need for
future expansion in virtually every direction, and for rapid
change-over of production flow in event of national emer-

gency. The prestressed column, girder and tee-beam system

with lightweight foamed concrete slabs forming the exterior
walls readily meets these requirements, yet provides an
attractive appearance in a rustic setting.
Maintenance, climate control, insurance rates, fire pro'
tection and many other factors indicated that concrete
unquestionably offered the most economical structural system in terms of the overall life-span of the building.
Design flexibility and economy are just two of the many
reasons why prestressed concrete is today's answer for
industrial buildings.

ffiTffiI PoRTLAND cEMENT AssoctATtoN
1508 willow rqwn Drive, Richmond, vq.23230
$
An organization of cenrent manufacturers to improve and extend the uses of portland cement and concrete
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A BOARD AND BATTEN HOUSE, BRIDGING A SMALL STREAM IN
NORTH RALEIGH, BY MocMILLAN & MocMILLAN, ARCHITECTS,
FAYETTEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA.

Bridging lhe ravine recognizes the conlinuity ot the landscape. By occasionally leaying the earth and exposing parls of ils underside, the house appears to rest lighlly on the earth, neither pushed into il nor
pushed out ol it. To the little bridge in lhe foreground, spanning the slream is its main purpose in life;
to lhe building behind it, spanning lhe stream is an incident only,
Photographer: Lewis P. Watson
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RESIDENCE FOR MR.

AND MRS. WITLIAM S. WARD

RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA
MacMILLAN & MacMILLAN, ARCHITECTS
RICHARD C. BELL, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT
EZRA MEIR & ASSOCIATES, STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS
PAUL H. BROWN & ASSOCIATES, MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
CAVINESS & SONS, INC., GENERAL CONTRACTOR

Photographer: Lewis P. Watson
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First we enclose and next we open.
Sometimes we open wide to sun and
view; other times but slightly, as here,
to tantalize ourselves with bits of sky
and grass.
Photographer: Lewis P. Watson

Simple forms and quiet colors mark both landscape and building. Golors of the building
take advantage of the colors of the rocks, trees,
grass and fallen leaves to link themselves with
them, borrowing strength from the landscape's
vaster store of color.
Photographer: Taylor B, Lewis, Jr.

The horizontal lines of the building are seen lhrough a screen of verlical tree llunks. The elevated porch
extends the inside lloor to the outside iust as the eaves exlend lhe inside ceiling io lhe oulside-an invitation lo the outsider to accepi both a lloor under his feel and an umbrella over his head.
Phologreph€r: L€wis P, Watson
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A BARN WITH

A HOUSE IN IT

s*"If,

It is customary to lemark on how much better looking are barns than houses. Perhaps this is what led lhe
clienl to ask for a barn wilh a house in it. Our only aegret is that it gave lhe archilects no chance to demonslrate how good they are at houses, too.
Large and simple are words lo describe this building and also to tell us why the building looks so comlortable on ils open, level site, surrounded by tall, straight pines.
Photogr.pher Jos€ph W. Molitor
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STABLE FOR MR. JOSEPH

H. BRYAN, JR., SOUTHERN PINES

AUSTIN-FAULK ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECTS, SOUTHERN PINES

The characteristic elements of

the good barn-the long roof
slope, the continuous ridge vent,
the simple gable, the large areas
of unbroken wall, the regularly
spaced openings, the up-anddown boarding-have all been
used here to good effect, both
in the owner's apartment and in
his horses'stables.
Photographer: Joseph W. Molitor

Shapes and structure are as sim-

ple on the inside as on the outside.
Photographer: Joseph W. Molitor
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A GENTLE BUILDING IN A

GENTLE LANDSCAPE

THE COUNTRY CLUB OF NORTH CAROLINA, PINEHURST, N. C.
AUSTIN.FAULK ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECTSN SOUTHERN PINES

Porches are an integral ralher lhan an added fealure. Chimneys are large and simple extenslons lhrough
the loot ot inlerior lealur€s, their climax more in character with the building than are the usual chimney
pots,

Photograph€r: Jo6€ph W. Molitor
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The same facia that malks the edge of the eaves marks also lhe edge ol the parlor's cornice, and the
same slope thal matks the uppel section of the roof marks also the ceiling above lhe cornice' Under
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NCIFTTH CAFTC'LINA AFICHITECT

&;J+:*;r5

cAR(l-s'rA

lhe lower pitch of roof are lounges surrounding the parlor on three sides. From lhem the parlor borlows
space and view and to lhem it conlribules a cenler distinct wilh high ceiling and square plan'
Photosrapher: Jos€ph W. Moliior
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THE GROGAN.REYNOLDS DORMITORIES

5Ei

NOFTTH CAFICILINA AFICHITECT

UNIV. OF NORTH CAROTINA AT GREENSBORO

slx AssoctATEs, tNc.

ARCHITECTS

&

ENGINEERS

ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA

Photograph€f: Gordon H. Sch€nck, Jr,

Somelimes small buildings are better than large ones. Sometimes lwo small buildings can lake the place

of one lalge one, as here. Aside from lhe obvious advantage of fewer residenls in each hall, other advanlages having to do with lhe site are slrikingly evident. Not only have the nalural slopes, lrees and ground
cover been kepl' bul no wall has arisen cutting ofl lhe landscape on one side from lhal on the other.
Halt the ground tloor ol each building is deyoled lo teracos open to both sides, Their charm is in allowing one lo look flom one garden to anolher and across one lerrace to anolhet to the sunlil woods behind.
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COMMERCIAL qnd
SOCIAT CENTER

:ll

for the

R-"!

MOUNTAIN

RETREAT

$

ASSOCIATION

MONTREAT, N.

p
fr

C.

$

Photographer: Edward L.

DuPUY

The aulomobile seruice stalion and post office tront on either the road or the parking lot, bul Inside this
commercial center lhe creek the trees and the natural grades remain'

stx AssoclATEs, lNc.
ARCHITECTS

&

ENGINEERS

ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA

A CORPORATE OFFICE BUILDING AMONG TREES

Photographer: Rodney McKay Morgan

Trees are sometimes worih protecting. Here lhe architects have made good use of them. By ptacinE
the car park al one side and on a lower level, lhey have given the lrees and building a chance lo welcome
the visilor.
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American Enka Building,
Enka, North Carolina

stx AssoctATEs, tNc.

ARCHITECTS

&

ENGINEERS

ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA

##

FIRE HOUSE, TIBRARY

AND COMMUNITY MEETING ROOM

THE EAST ASHEVILLE
COMMUNITY CENTER

ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA

slx AssoctATEs, INc.
ARCI'IITECTS

&

ENGINEERS

ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA
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Photographer: Gordon H. Schenck, Jr.
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Wachovia Bank & Trust Co.
East Branch
Salisbury, N. C.
Architect:
Cameron,

Little &

Associates

Ceneral Contractor:

A. L. jarrell &

Sons

Ageless Architecture through Brick Beauty

PEDEN

North Cqrolinq
Chqpter A.l.A.
SUMMER MEETING
August 1-2-3
Grove Pqrk I nn

WITH OFFICES IN:
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
GREENSBORO, N. C.
RALEIGH, N. C.
COLUMBIA, S. C.
GREENVILLE, S. C.

Theme:
Public Relotions

We Specialize in:
Finish Hardware
Folding Doors
& Partitions
Hollow Metal Doors

Warsoru

EruGtnetns,

lruc.

Engineering Consultants for complete design ol:
Complex Structural Frames and Heavy Foundations
Heating, Ventilation, Relrigeration and Air Conditioning
Lighting and Power Wiring,and Inspections.

& Frames

"If It's A Builcling Spe ciulnl

Tel: 919-272-5181 P.O. Box 9586, Greensboro, N. C.27408

Phone (/s"

EqN!tr
!Y. A. Brown & Son
MANUFACTURERS

PREFABRICATED
WALK.IN
REFRIGERATORS

veny big in

INtrITJSiTFIY
...

fon instance

tr
tl

IBM
Crown Zellerbach Plant, Raleigh, N. C.
AbResearch Triangle Facility, Raleigh, N. C.
bott Laboratories Plant, Rocky Mount, N. C. tr

Phillips Fibers Plant, Rocky Mount, N. C.

E}J|ENE

OF

tr

Federal Pacific Electric Plant, Vidalia, Ga' tr ITT
Facility, W. Palm Beach, Fla. E General Electric
Locust Point
Plant, Hendersonville, N. C.

tr

Marine Terminal Transit Shed, Baltimore, Md.
International Paper Co., Raleigh, N. C. and
Miami, Florida.
Enlist the services of a company ready and
willing to take on big structural steel problems.
Peden has full facilities and abilities to handle

& FREEZERS
tor

$drools, HosPitals

and fnstitutional
applications.
AI,SO TOOD STORE FIXTURES.

Designers of brochures
and promotional kits for

architects, engineers
and contractors.

fl

them all .

..

INDUSTRIAL

COMMERCIAL

lNSTITUTIONAL

NNNNN

N

MUNICIPAL
HIGHWAY
APARTMENTS

ffi@
PEtrlEN STEEL

....S cctMFANY
p.

""--\tiEEI

o. Box est4 RAtErcH,

N. c.

A North Carolina

Owned

and Operated ComPanY
Since f910.

YV. A. BR,OWN & SON
INCORPORATED
A{AIX OF;ICE

&

FERREE STUDIOS
TELEPHONE 919

BOX 2332

.

834'2522.

POST OFFICE

RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA 27602

ADVERTISING DESIGN
AND PRODUCTION
ARTISTS . DESIGNERS . ILLUSTRATORS

PLAXT

SALISBURY, N. C.28144
Tel: 63G5l3l
Box 1408
JL'NE-JULY

19CiB
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LOADAND NON.LOAD BEARING WALL AND PARTITION TILELOAD'BEARING BACKUP SPEEDTILE_COMBIIUATIOT SIAE
FILLER TILE . . . a superior building product manufaciut"o ov tt.

only producer of structural tile

in

North or south

ciroiini,

catalogs illustrating additional shapes, slzes,fl oor
wall detaals furnished on requeslto home office.
and. vi rg in ia.

ind

ffi
send request to: Borden Brick and rile co., p. 0. Box 886 Gordsboro, N. c. z7s3o

GOLDSBORO DURHAM SANFORD

CAROLINA

S CHAPTER

THE PRIIDUCERS' C(IUNCIL, INC.
Aluminum Company of America
American Air Filter
Armstrong Cork Co.
Barber-Coleman Company

Bethlehem Steel Corp.
Cambridge Tile Mfg. Co.
Construction Specialties, lnc.
Cupples Products Corp.
Duke Power Co,
Dwyer Products Corp.
Fenestra, Inc.
Flintkote, Company
Formica Corp.
Georgia-Pacitic Corporation
E. F. Hauserman Co.
Hough Manufacturing Corp.
Inland Steel Products Co.

l. T. T. Reznor

Div.

Johns-Manville Sales Corp.
Kawneer/Amax

Bill Joyce
Joe Richardson
T. C. Gragg
John M. Wallace
Jack VanderWiele
Renfrow Dist. Co., Inc.
Erwin Jones & Co., Inc.
Edwin C. Boyette & Sons, Inc.
J. G. McCachren
Clark Distributing Co.
Southern Engineering Co.
C. W. Williams
Faison Kuester

Frank Arrington
Jim Crawford, Jr.
General Specialty Co., Inc.

John R. McGuffie

C. M. "Cliff" Tuck
Robert J. Cook
R. W. Aiken

Koppers Company, Inc.

George Esslinger

L. E. Atkins, Jr.
R. G. Ross & Co., Inc.
Brian L. Johnson
John A. Ross
Henry M. Cook
James R. Traylor
W. Fred Casey Co.

L.C.N. Closers
Lexsuco, Inc.
G lass Co.
Mabie-Bell Exposaic, Inc.
The Mosaic Tile Co.
Natco Corporation
Natco Corporation
National Concrete Masonry Assoc.
National Gypsum Co.
New Castle Products, Inc.
Otis Elevator Co.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Industries
Richard-Wilcox Div.
Rohm & Haas Co.
The Ruberoid Company
Sargent and Company
Stanley Hardware
Steelcraft Mfg. Co.
United States Plywood Corp.

Libbey-Owens-Ford

A. L. "Bud" Clement
Acoustics, lnc.
Delph Hardware & Specialty Co.
R. Reagin Warren
W. S. "Bill" Buchanan
Edward T. MacEldouney

J. R. "Scorch" Gardner
Bill Findlay
Hal

Delph Hardware &

Bruce Laing
W. D. "Dick" Carothers

Weyerhaeuser Company

Zonolite Div. W. R. Grace

Owens
Ghezzi
Specialty Co.

R. D. 'iNick"

E. G. Vincent

Co.

CONSULT AN ARCHITECT

BUILDERS OF COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL BUILDINGS

H. R. JOHNSON CONSTRUCTION

CO.

INCORPORATED

MONROE, NORTH CAROLINA
TELEPHONE 283-8178

H. R. JOHNSON, PRES.

Floor'Gm...ullth

lluramic Seamless
Floor Coating
Kurfees KURAMIC Seamless
and urethaneb3t9
epoxv
;;;';;";n, o,t"ot"
and
looks
finish that
.?ul.installs
Kuramic"*pti'ltiu",
floorings'
toti
maintains tor resJn-an
all subfloorings;
Seamless goes ou"i p*ttically colors' Kuramic
of
is available in a *iO"'tnoice
minimum in three coats'
iil;';;il;. ss rnittCt"unt
ea91lY.by simply
Wears like tile.
kitche-ns' shower
Fo1
waiingt
mopping. No
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rooms, nattways,'au-Oitoriums'
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Architects and Contractors
prefer the versatility
of

SANFOR,D

BRICI{'
a good name to build on
0ver forty years of progressive manufacturing experience
qualifies The Sanford Brick and Tile Co. to create new
standards of beauty and design in both interior and ex-

terior construction. Because of today's diversified

use

of Sanford Brick, more than 225 colors, textures,

sizes
choose from, each produced

and finishes are available to
under strict quality control from clay to finished product.
ARCH ITECTS, CONTRACTORS:

lf you do not have our color
brochure with full-color panel
sheets in the pocket, write
for a copy and later sheets
as issued.

SANFORD

BRICK and TILE

CO.

SANF'OIID, N. C.

Most folks iust can't get over
the fact that we have more
than 6000 shapes, sizes, styles
and colors of tile on hand.
Here they were thinking
we were a little tile company
in Lexington, North Carolina

and

it turns out we're a

big tile comp:u:ry in Lexington,
North Carolina.
And a darn good one, too. fust
try us. We'll surprise you.
MID-STATE TltE CoMPANY
.
N.
Box 627
MEMBER

LEXtNGToN.
TrLE couNctL

c..
2729?
oF aMERrco
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